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1. Introduction. Let tt be a quasi-simple irreducible representation [6(c)]

of a connected semisimple Lie group G. We denote by C" (G) the space of all

complex-valued functions on G which are indefinitely differentiable and which

vanish outside a compact set. Then if dx is the Haar measure on G, the oper-

ator

»(/) =   f f(x)r(x)dx (fEC7(G))

is of the trace class and the mapping Tr:f—*sp(ir(f)) is a distribution on G

which is called the character of ir (see [6(d)]). In this paper we shall obtain

some results on these characters. Let / be the rank of G. We say that an

element xEG is regular if / is exactly the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 of

the matrix which corresponds to x in the adjoint representation of G. The

regular elements form an open and dense subset G' of G. We shall prove

(Theorem 6) that TT coincides on G' (in the sense of distribution theory [ll ])

with an analytic function FT which is given by a formula rather similar to

that of Weyl [14(a)] for the compact case (see also [4] and [6(e), p. 511 ]).

However it still remains an open question whether FT determines FT com-

pletely(1).

The central idea of our method is quite simple and can be explained as

follows. Let g be the complexification of the Lie algebra of G and 33 the uni-

versal enveloping algebra of g. Every element o£93 can be regarded as a

(left-invariant) differential operator on G and so by duality it operates also

on the space of distributions on G. Hence the distribution bTT is well defined.

Let 3 be the center of S3. Then it follows from our assumptions on ir that TT

is an "eigen-distribution" of every operator zE£- Or, in other words, there

exists a homomorphism X* of £ into the field of complex numbers such that

zTt = Xt(z)Tt (zES)- On the other hand, in view of its definition, Tr(fv)

= TAf) (yEGJEC"(G)) where/" stands for the function x-H/(y-Jxy) (x£G).

(We express this property by saying that TT is an invariant distribution.)

Now let Xo be a regular element in G and ZXa the centralizer of x0. Then we

can choose a closed normal abelian subgroup A of Zxg such that xoEA and

ZXJA is finite. Moreover if B is a sufficiently small open neighborhood of x0
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(') If Fr^0 one can prove that there is only a finite number of possibilities for Tr (see

[6(h), Theorem 3]).
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in A, V= UX£G x2?x_1 is open in G. Tr being invariant, it defines in a natural

way a distribution r» on B (regarded as an open submanifold of the Lie

group A). Now if we transcribe the differential equations zFT=Xi(z)F» (zE3)

into the corresponding equations for rr, we find that among the latter there

are always some which are of the elliptic type (see for example Girding [3]

for the definition of ellipticity). Hence in view of the recent generaliations

(see Schwartz [ll, p. 136] and John [8]) of the classical theorem of Bern-

stein, one can conclude that tt is an analytic function on V. The precise

form of this function can now be obtained by looking more closely at the

differential equations for rT.

The contents of this paper are as follows. §2 deals with preliminary re-

sults. In §3 we introduce the notion of a quasi-regular element of G. (For us

the significance of this concept, which is less strict than that of a regular ele-

ment—for example in a compact semisimple Lie group, every element is

quasi-regular—lies in the fact that the above-mentioned results actually

hold on the larger set of quasi-regular elements.) Then, after a brief discus-

sion in §4 of some general properties of differential operators on Lie groups,

we begin an intensive study of certain special types of operators. The results

of this investigation (Theorems 1 and 2) permit us to prove that certain eigen-

distributions of these operators are actually analytic functions (Theorem 3).

The exact form of these functions is obtained in Theorem 4. These results are

then applied to the theory of characters in §11. One particular case is con-

sidered in greater detail in §12 and there we find a rather striking connection

(Theorem 8 and Lemma 44) between the characters of the finite- and the

infinite-dimensional representations.

A short summary of the results of this paper has been published in [6(h) ].

2. Preliminaries. Let R and C denote the fields of real and complex num-

bers respectively and ( —1)1/2 a fixed square-root of —1 in C. Let g0 be a

semisimple Lie algebra over R and g its complexification. We put B(X, Y)

= sp(ad X ad F) (X, YEq) where X—->ad X is the adjoint representation of

g. Let u be a real form of g. By the conjugation of g with respect to Ii we mean

the autmorphism 6 of g over R given by d(X+(-l)1'2Y) =X-(-l)1/2F

(X, YER) .We note that if f)0 is a Cartan subalgebra of u, its complexification

f) is a Cartan subalgebra of g. The real form u is called compact if the quad-

ratic form B(X, X) is negative definite on u. Let r\ denote the conjugation of

g with respect to g0. The following lemma has been proved by Mostow [10].

Lemma 1 (Mostow). Let fjo be a Cartan subalgebra of g0 and fj the complexi-

fication of h0 in g. Then there exists a compact real form u of g with the following

two properties:

1. »j(u)=U,

2. hf^u is a Cartan subalgebra of u.

Now let u be a fixed compact real form of g such that ij(u) =u and let
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fo=8o^u, po = go^( — l)1/2u. Then g0 = f0+poand g = f + p where f, p are the

complexifications of to, po respectively in g and both the sums are direct. Let

8 denote the conjugation of g with respect to u and put d = n o S. Then 6 is

an automorphism of g over C and d(X+ Y)=X-Y (XEl F£p).

Let G be a connected Lie group with the Lie algebra g0 and let x—>Ad (x)

denote the adjoint representation of G on g. The following consequence of

Lemma 1 was pointed out to me by Chevalley.

Corollary. Let Ijo be a Cartan subalgebra of g0. Then we can choose an

element xEG such that if f)0 = Ad (x)fjo,

f)o = f)o C\ fo + 1)o C\ po.

Choose ii in accordance with Lemma 1 and let 0 denote the conjugation

of g with respect toil. Put f0 = ur\g0, p0 = (( — l)I/2u)Pig0. Then g0 is the direct

sum of fo and po and it follows from a theorem of Cartan [1(b)] that f0

= Ad (x-^fo for some xEK. Now suppose XEto, YEpo- Then B(X, Y)

= B(8(X), 0(F)) =B(X, - Y) and therefore X and F are orthogonal under

the bilinear form B. But B(X, X) <0 if XEU (X^O)and so it follows that

po is exactly the set of elements of go orthogonal to fo under B. A similar

relationship holds between f0 and po and therefore also between f0 = Ad (x_1)fo

and Ad (x_I)p0. This proves that Ad (x-1)p0 = po. Now let f)0 = Ad (x)|0. If lj

is the complexification of j)0 in g, it follows from the second condition of

Lemma 1 that fj is also the complexification of \)C\u and therefore 0(|) = |-

But obviously 0(go) = go and therefore

0(fjo) =«(In9o) =^g„ = f0.

This shows that |o = ^o^fo+^o^po and hence

I)o = 1)o Pi fo + f)o C\ po.

Let a0 be a maximal abelian subspace of p0. For each (real-valued) linear

function X on Oo let g0,x be the set of all XE$o such that [H, X] =\(H)X for

all HE&o. Let S be the set of those X?^0 for which g0.x?^0. Then 2 is a finite

set. Let K denote the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to fo-

Lemma(2) 2. Let fh, \)2 be two Cartan subalgebras of g0 both invariant under

6 and such that f),np0Ccto (i= 1, 2). Let S< be the set of those a£2 which vanish

identically on f),/^po (i = l, 2). Then i/Si = S2 there exists an element kEK such

that f)2 = Ad (k)i)x.

Choose an element H0E1)iC\po such that a(Ho)7^0 (a£S) unless aE%i.

Also let ax denote the set of all those HE&o for which a(H)=0 for every

a£2i. Obviously aOfhOpo. We shall now show that ui = f)iPpo. Let q0 be

(2) This result had also been obtained independently by A. Borel.
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the centralizer of Ho in to- Then it is obvious that

qo C go,o +   Y 9o,<*

and therefore [q0, ui]= {o}. But it is clear that fiiP\f0Cqo and so ai + for\t0

is an abelian algebra. However

ai + fh r\ to d fii n po + bi n r0 = fii.

Therefore since f)i is maximal abelian in g0, Hi = bi^Po-

This proves that fiiHpo is completely determined by Si. Hence if Si = S2,

fii^po = fte^po. Then q0, as defined above, is the centralizer in f0 of fiif^po

= f)2^po. Replacing G, if necessary, by its adjoint group we may assume that

K is compact (see Mostow [10]). Then if Q is the centralizer(3) of fiif^po in

K, Q being a closed subgroup of K, is compact. Also its Lie algebra is q0. Since

it is obvious that both fhf^fo and fo(~\to are maximal abelian subalgebras of

qo it follows, in view of the compactness of Q, that foC\to = Ad (k)(foC\to) for

some kEQ- But then

Ad (k)h = Ad (k)(fo C\ to) + Ad (k)(fo r\ Po)

= fo n f0 + fii n po = fo r\ r0 + 62 r\ p0 = fo.

We say that two Cartan subalgebras fii, fi2 are conjugate (or lie in the

same conjugacy class) if fi2 = Ad (x)fii for some xEG.

Corollary. We can select a finite number of Cartan subalgebras fo, • • ■ , fir

of Qo with the following two properties. 0(fo) =fo (i = 1, • • • , r) and if fo is any

Cartan subalgebra of g0, fio is conjugate to fofor exactly one i.

The set S being finite, there is only a finite number of possibilities for

the subsets Si, S2 of Lemma 2. Hence if we combine the above results with

the corollary to Lemma 1, our assertion follows from the fact (see Cartan

[l (a) ]) that any two maximal abelian subspaces of po are conjugate under K.

Let X be an indeterminate. For any xEG consider the polynomial

D(x, X) = det {(X + 1)/ - Ad (x)}

in X. (Here / is the identity mapping of g.) Let \l be the highest power of X

which divides Z>(x, X) for every x. Then / is called the rank of G (or of g0)

and, as is well known, every Cartan subalgebra of g0 has (real) dimension /.

Now clearly if « = dim g,

n-l

D(X, X)  = X" +  Y (- l)n-rDT(x)\'
r=l

(3) Let x and X be two elements in G and g respectively. It is convenient to say that x and

X commute if Ad(»)X = X.
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where Dr (/ = r <n) are analytic functions on G and Dt is not identically zero.

Let 5 denote the set of zeros of Di on G. We call 5 the singular set of G.

Obviously it is a closed nowhere dense set. A point x£G is called singular or

regular according as it lies in 5 or not. If z lies in the center Z of G, Ad (zx)

= Ad(x) (x£G) and therefore ZS = S. Similarly D(yxy~\ \)=D(x, X)

(x, yEG) and therefore ySy^1 = S.

An element XE& is called regular if the multiplicity of the eigenvalue

zero of ad X is exactly /. It is well known (see Weyl [14(6) ]) that if X is regu-

lar, its centralizer in g is a Cartan subalgebra of g and conversely every

Cartan subalgebra contains a regular element. Let A be a maximal abelian

subgroup of G. We say that A is a Cartan subgroup(4) of g if its connected

component of 1 is not contained in S. Obviously a Cartan subgroup is closed

and hence it is a Lie subgroup of G.

Lemma 3. The Lie algebra of any Cartan subgroup of G is a Cartan subalge-

bra of g0. Conversely if f)o is any Cartan subalgebra of g0, there is exactly one Car-

tan subgroup A of G whose Lie algebra is f)o- If H is a regular element in \)o,

A coincides with the centralizer (?) of H in G.

Corollary. Let Zx denote the centralizer of a regular element x in G. Then

Zx contains exactly one Cartan subgroup A of G. Moreover A is normal in Zx

and Zx/A is finite.

Before proving the above lemma and its corollary, we need a few auxiliary

results. Let Gc be a complex analytic group with the Lie algebra g and let Sc

denote the singular set of Gc. Then if I) is a Cartan subalgebra of g, we con-

sider the complex analytic subgroup Ac corresponding to I). Let Gi denote the

complement of Se in Gc.

Lemma 4. Gi is connected and Gc'CUj£cc z^4cz_1. Moreover if Ha is a

regular element in \), the centralizer of H0 in Gc coincides with Ac.

Let z—>Ad (z) (zEGc) denote the adjoint representation of Gc on g. Then

it is a complex representation (see [6(g), §6]). X being an indeterminate, con-

sider the polynomial

D(z, X) = det {(X + 1)7 - Ad (z)} (z £ Gc)

where / is the identity mapping of g. The coefficients of this polynomial are

holomorphic functions on G. / being the rank of g, let ( — l)lDi(z) denote the

coefficient of X'. Then Sc is the set of zeros of the holomorphic function Dt.

Since Dt is not identically zero, Sc is a complex-analytic subvariety of Gc of

one complex dimension (and therefore two real dimensions) less. Hence G/

is connected.

Put V' = \JzGgc zAiz-1 where Ai =AcC\Gi.  It is obvious that VCGi.

(4) The definition of a Cartan subgroup given in [6(h)] is not quite correct.
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Moreover if a is an element in Ac sufficiently near 1 but different from 1, it

is easily seen that a is regular and therefore V is not empty. Therefore since

Gc is connected, in order to prove the second statement of the lemma, it

would be sufficient to show that V is both open and closed in Gc'. Let G* be

the factor space Gc/Ac consisting of all cosets of the form zAc (zEGc). Put

a'*=zaz~l (zEGc, aEAc) where z—>z* is the natural mapping of Gc on G*.

Then an easy computation shows that the holomorphic mapping d>:(z*, a)

-^a'*(z*EG*, aEAc) of G*XAC into Gc is everywhere regular on GCXA'C and

therefore we conclude that V =d>(Gc*XA'c) is open in Gc. So now it remains

to show that V is closed in G'c . Introduce some lexicographic order among

the roots of g (with respect to fi) and for each root a select an element Xa ^0

such that [H, Xa]=a(H)Xa for every HEfo Then ti= ^«>o CXa is a nil-

potent subalgebra of g. Let fi0 be the real subspace of fi consisting of those

elements where every root a takes a pure imaginary value. It is possible to

choose (see Weyl [14(b)]) a compact real form fi of g which contains fi0. Let

U and N he the (real) analytic subgroups of Gc corresponding to fi and n

respectively. Then U is compact, Gc= UACN and ACN is closed (see Iwasawa

[7]). Hence

V =   U  uAcNu-1

is also a closed set. Moreover it is obvious that

FHGC' =   U  u(AcN)'u~l
uGu

where (ACN)'=ACNC\GC'. Also we know (Lemmas 8 and 10 of [6(e)]) that

(ACN)' =   U nA'cn~x
n£.V

and therefore VC\GC' = V'. But since GC=UACN=UNAC, it follows that

VEV and so V = VC\G^. This proves that V is closed in G'c.

Now let Ho be a regular element in fi and suppose Ad (x)H0 = H0 (xEG).

Then x = una (uEU, nEN, aEAc) and so Ad (n)H0 = Ad (u-^Ho- Since fi is

the centralizer of H0 in g, we conclude that Ad (n)t) = Ad (w_1)fi- But Ad (n)i)

Cfi+n and Ad (u~l)foEn. Moreover if (fi+n)nfi = fii, it is obvious that

[fio, fii]CnfMi= {o}. Therefore since fi0 is maximal abelian in it it follows

that fii = fi0. This shows that Ad («-1)fi0 = fi0 and so Ad («)fi=Ad (M_1)fi = fi.
But from Lemma 8 of [6(e)], this implies that n = l and hence Ad (m_1)//0

= H0. Let Hi, H2 he elements in fi0 such that -ff0 = #i+(-l),/2.r72. Then it is

obvious that Ad (u~1)Hi = Hi, i = l, 2. Moreover since H0 is regular, no root

of g (with respect to fi) can vanish at both Hi and H2. Therefore we can choose

tER such that H = Hi+tH2 is a regular element in fi0. Let ^40 be the analytic

subgroup of [/corresponding to fi0. Then since Uis compact and Ad (u)H=H,

it follows (see Stiefel [12, Satz 7]) that uEA0. This shows that xG^4c and

so the lemma is now proved completely.
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Corollary. Let Ax denote the centralizer (in Gc) of a regular element x in

Gc. Then Ax has only a finite number of connected components and its Lie

algebra is a Cartan subalgebra of g.

From Lemma 4 we can choose zEGc such that a = z_1xz£^4c. It is obvious

that a is regular and therefore \) is the centralizer(3) of a in g. Let A * be the

normalizer of Ac in Gc. It is clear that zAcz~1 is the connected component of

1 in Ax and AxCzA*z~1. Hence in order to prove the corollary it is sufficient

to show that A*/Ac is finite. Let yEA*. Then y = unb (uEU, nEN, bEAc)

and Ad (n)\) = Ad («_1)v- By the argument which we have already used in

the proof of Lemma 4, it follows that w = l and so uEA*C\U. This proves

that A*/Acca(A*r\U)/(ACC\U). But since 1) is its own normalizer in g, we

conclude that A*/Ac is both discrete and compact. Therefore it is finite.

Now we come to Lemma 3 and its corollary. If Z is the center of G, it is

obviously permissible for our proof to replace G by G/Z. Hence we may

assume that there exists a complex analytic group Gc with the Lie algebra g

such that G is the (real) analytic subgroup of Gc corresponding to go. Then if

Sc and Gi are defined as above, it is obvious that GC\Gi =G' and GC^SC = S.

Let A be a Cartan subgroup of G. We denote by A0 the connected com-

ponent of 1 and by f)o the Lie algebra of A. Choose a regular element aEA0.

A being abelian, a = exp H for some HE1)o and it is obvious that H is regular.

Let Ac and 1) be the centralizers of H in Gc and g respectively. From Lemma 4,

Ac is abelian and hence it is clear that A =AC(~\G. Therefore f)o = f)Ogo and

this shows that h0 is a Cartan subalgebra of go and A is the centralizer in G

of any regular element in f)0. Conversely let f)o be a given Cartan subalgebra

of g0 and H a regular element in b0. Then if Ac is the centralizer of H in Gc,

we know from Lemma 4 that Ac is abelian. Hence it is obvious that A =ACC\G

is a maximal abelian subgroup of G. Moreover if t is sufficiently small and

positive exp tH is evidently regular. Therefore A is a Cartan subgroup of G.

All the statements of Lemma 3 are now obvious. However we still have to

prove the corollary, x being a regular element in G, let \)x denote the central-

ize^3) of x in g and Ac the analytic subgroup of Gc corresponding to \)x. Then

if A x is the centralizer of x in Gc, we have seen (corollary to Lemma 4) that

Ac is normal in Ax and Ax/Ac is finite. Therefore (Axr^G)/(Acr\G) is

also finite. But it is obvious that ZX = AXC\G and, as we saw above, A =ACC\G

is the Cartan subgroup of G corresponding to \)xC\$o. Moreover since \)xr\§a

is the Lie algebra of Zx, it is clear that A is the only Cartan subgroup of G

contained in Zx.

Lemma 5. Let \)x, ■ • • , f)r be defined as in the corollary to Lemma 2 and let

Ai be the Cartan subgroup of G which corresponds to b,- (i = 1, • • • , r). Then

G'CU    U   xAiX-K
i-l  xGG
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Since AiZ)Z for every i, it is again permissible to replace G by G/Z.

Therefore, as in the proof of Lemma 3, we may assume that GEGC- Let y

be a regular element in G and let fo denote the centralizer of y in g. Then as

we have seen above fof^Qo is a Cartan subalgebra of g0 and therefore fof^Qo

= Ad (x)fii for some xEG and some i (1 ^i^r). Now if Av is the Cartan sub-

group of G corresponding to foC\%o, it follows from Lemma 3 that.4„ = x.4jX_1.

But since Ay is the centralizer of fo in G (see Lemma 3), yExA{x~l.

Two Cartan subgroups A and B oi G are said to be conjugate (or to lie in

the same conjugacy class) if B=xAx_1 ior some xEG.

Lemma 6. Every Cartan subgroup A of G is conjugate to Aifor exactly one i

(l^i^r).

This follows immediately from Lemma 3 and the corollary to Lemma 2.

Let fio be a Cartan subalgebra of go such that 6(fo) = fi0. Let A be the

centralizer of fio in G and ~M the connected component of 1 in the centralizer

of fioDpo in K. We put M=MA. Let rrtf0 be the centralizer of 60np0 in f0.

Then rrtr0 is the Lie algebra of M and it is obvious that Ad (a)mr0 = mr0 for

aEA. Hence M is a group. Let B denote the centralizer of mr0 in A(~\K.

Lemma 7. Let A+ denote the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to fio^po-

Then A = (AC\K)A+, MT\K = MB and B is the center of MC\K. Moreover

MCMC=   \J_m(Ar\ K)mrl
mE Af

and AC\K = AB where A is the connected component of 1 in AC\K. Finally

M= MBA+ and BA+ is the center of M.

Let exp po denote the set of all elements in G of the form exp X (XEpo).

Then we can "extend" 6 to an automorphism of G such that 0(kp)=kp~1

where kEK and pEcxp p0. Since 0(fio) =fio, it follows that 0(A) =A and there-

fore if aEA and a = kp (kEK, pGexp p0), p2 = 6(a~l)a is also in A. But with

regard to the positive definite quadratic form — B(6(Y), Y) (FGgo) on g0,

ad X (XGpo) is a symmetric operator and hence exp (ad X) Y-A Y (FGgo)

unless [X, F]=0. Therefore if p = exp X (XGpo) we can conclude that

(ad -X")fi0= {0}_and XEfoCW^o- This proves that pEA+ and so kEAC\K.
Now since ZEBEAC\K, it is clearly permissible to replace G by G/Z in

proving the rest of the above lemma. So we may assume that K and therefore

also A(~\K and M are compact. It is obvious that fof~\t0 is a maximal abelian

subalgebra of mr0. Hence M being compact, it follows (see Weyl [14(b) ]) that

M =    \J_mAm~1
mGM

and so A contains the center of M. Now complexify fo, mj0 to fi, mr respec-

tively and for every root a (of g with respect to fi) choose an element Xa^0

belonging to the root a. Let Q be the set of all roots a such that XaGntr. We
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can choose a fundamental system (ai, • ■ ■ , ar) of roots in Q so that ax, ■ • ■ ,ar

are linearly independent and every root in Q can be written in the form

dxax-\- • • ■ -\-dTar where dlt ■ ■ • , dT are integers which are either all non-

negative or all nonpositive. If aEA(~\K, it is obvious that Ad (a)Xa = caXa

(aEQ) where ca are unimodular complex numbers. Since [Xa, X_a]£h,

c_a = c^1 (aEQ)- We can choose HE1)oC\t0 such that cai = eailH) i = l, ■ ■ • , r.

Then a0 = exp HEA and Ad (a^a) leaves Xai, X^ai (1 =i^r) fixed. But these

elements together with hOf generate the Lie algebra mr, and so it follows that

a^aEB. Hence Af\K = BA. Moreover ACM and therefore M=MA

= MBA+ and MC\K = MB. Since A contains the center of M, it is now clear

that B is the center of MB. Therefore

M C\ K = MB =    U_ m(AB)m-1 =    UJi^ K)mr\

On the other hand it is obvious that BA + lies in the center of M. Conversely

if z is in the center of M, zEA since A is maximal abelian. Hence z = aa+

where aEAC^K and a+£^4+. Then a is in the center of MC\K and therefore

aEB. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Let Hx, ■ ■ ■ , Hp be a base for bo^po over R. We extend it to a base

(Hx, • ■ ■ , Hp, HP+1, ■ ■ ■ , Hi) for 1)Ql^p0 + (-l)ll2(t)or\to) over R and intro-

duce the lexicographic order among the roots corresponding to this base

(see [6(f), §2]). Let P be the set of all positive roots under this order. Then

P is the union of three disjoint subsets P+, P0, P- defined as follows. P+ is the

set of those roots a££ which do not vanish identically on bf^p. If a is a posi-

tive root which is not in P+, it is clear that Xa and 6(Xa) both belong to a and

therefore since 62 is the identity, 0(Xa) = +Xa. Then a lies in P0 or P_ ac-

cording as X„£p or X„E1- Put m = mt+hAp and

q =   E (CXa + CX-a) +   E (cxa + CX_a).
«£ft oGp0

Then q is exactly the set of those elements of g which are orthogonal to m

with respect to the bilinear form B(X, Y). Since mP\g0 is the Lie algebra of

M, it follows that q is invariant under Ad (m) (mEM). Let / be the identity

mapping of g and (Ad (m) — /), the restriction of Ad (m)—I (mEM) on q.

We denote by KM the set of those elements mEM for which det (Ad (m) —I)q

9*0. Put M' = M(~\G' and A'=AC\G'. It is obvious that 'MDM'.

Lemma 8. A' is dense in A.

For each root a we can define a character £a of A by Ad (a)Xa = !-a(a)Xa

(aEA). Select an element HE1)o such that a(H) 9*0 for every root a. Then if

aEA, it is obvious that £„(a exp tH) =^a(a)e'°{H)9*l for every root a, pro-

vided t is a sufficiently small positive number. This proves our assertion.

Corollary. Both XM and M' are open and dense in M.
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Since det (Ad (m) — 7)q is an analytic function of m on M, the openness of

yM is obvious. Moreover G' being open in G, M' is open(6) in M. On the other

hand

M =    U   mAmr1    and    M' =    U_mA'm~1.
mE.M mGM

Therefore since A' is dense in A and KMZ)M' our assertion follows.

Lemma 9. There exists a finite number of connected components Ai, • • ■ ,A',

of A' such that A' = (JUi ZA[.

For the purpose of this lemma, we can obviously replace G by G/Z and

thus assume that K is compact. Then A being defined as in Lemma 7,

(AP\K)/A is both discrete and compact and therefore it is finite. Put

Ao = AA+. Then it follows from Lemma 7 that every connected component

of A is of the form a0^4o (a0EAf~\K) and so there is only a finite number of

such components. Define the characters £<, of A as above. Since [Xa, X_a] Gfi,

it is obvious that £-a = £a . Select complex numbers c« such that £a(a0) =ec*

(aEP). Since AC\K is compact, ca are all purely imaginary. Let r he any

integer and a a root in P. Then by aa,r we denote the hyperplane in fio con-

sisting of all elements H such that a(H) = — ca + ( — l)ll22wr. It is clear that

any compact subset of fi0 meets only a finite number of these hyperplanes.

Let fio' be the complement in fi0 of the union of all these hyperplanes. Then

every point in the real Euclidean space fi0 has a neighborhood V such that

Ff^fio' decomposes only into a finite number of connected components. From

this we conclude immediately that if w is a compact subset of fi0, there exists

a neighborhood V of co for which VC^fo has only a finite number of connected

components. Now A being compact, we can choose a compact set a>t0 in

fioDfo such that ^ICexp cor0. Put co' = fi0T>\(fioP\po+wi0) and suppose H'Eu>'.

Then H'=H+H0 where HEfi</>0, HoEm,. Consider Hi =tH+H0 (t>0).
We claim Hi G«'- For otherwise a(H't)= — ca + ( — l)ll22irr ior some aEP

and some integer r. But

a(IIi) = ta(H) + a(Ho)

and a(H) is real while a(H0) is purely imaginary. Therefore since ca is also

purely imaginary, the above relation is possible only if a(H) =0. But in that

case

oc(H') = a(H't) =  - ca+ (-iy22irr

which however is impossible since H'Efo ■ Let V he a neighborhood of wr0

in fio such that VC\fo has only a finite number of connected components.

Then the above result shows that every point of o>' can be joined to a point

(5) We note that M is a closed subgroup of G and therefore the natural topology on Af as a

Lie group coincides with the one induced by G (see Chevalley [2]). A similar statement holds

for 4.
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in V by a line lying entirely in «'. Therefore u' also does not have more than

a finite number of connected components. On the other hand it is obvious

that the image of «' under the mapping H—mo exp H (#£&>') is exactly

AT\aoA0. This proves that no component of A contains more than a finite

number of components of A'. Therefore since A has only a finite number of

components the same holds for A'.

Corollary. There exists a finite number of connected components Gi, • • • ,

Gi of G' such that G' = UJ_, ZG[.

This follows immediately from Lemmas 5 and 9.

Lemma 10. Let A * denote the normalizer of A in G. Then A* = (A *C\K)A + ,

the factor group A*/A is finite and a*Ma*~1 = M for any a*EA*. Moreover if

x is an element in G such that xmx~xEMfor some mEsM, then xEA*M.

Since 6(A)=A it is obvious that 6(A*)=A*. Now suppose kpEA*

(kEK, pEexp po). Then p2 = (6(kp))-1kpEA* and therefore Ad (j!>2)b„ = b„.
But an element HE1)o belongs to p0 (or f0) if and only if all the eigenvalues of

ad H are real (or purely imaginary). This implies that Ad (p2) leaves both

bo^po and bo^fo invariant. Choose F£p0 such that p = exp Y. Since [p0, po]

Cfo and [po, fo]Cpo, we conclude that

{Ad(p2) - Ad (p-2)}H =0 (ff£bo).

But as we have seen during the proof of Lemma 7, this is possible only if

(ad Y)H = 0 for all //£bo- This means however that F£bo^po and therefore

pEA+ and kEA*C\K. Moreover mr0 being the centralizer of bo^po in f0,

it is obvious that Ad (£)mt„ = nt[0 and therefore kMk~1 = M. Since M=MA,

this proves that a*Ma*~x = M for any a*EA *. Also bo being its own normal-

izer in g0, it follows that A* and A have the same connected component of 1.

Therefore since ZCAC\K and K/Z is compact, A*/A~(A*C\K)/Ar\K is
both discrete and compact and so it must be finite.

Now suppose xmx~1EM for some mEKM and x£G. Then m=mxamx1

where aE^MC\A=yA and mxEM. Similarly xmx~1 = m2a'm2~1 (a'EA,

m2EM). Hence if y = m2~1xmx, it is sufficient to prove that yEA*M. But

a£y_1.4y and therefore it is obvious that Ad (a)X = X if X£Ad (y_1)bo- On

the other hand since a£\4, Ad (a)X9iX (X£g0) unless X£bonpo + mr0 = nto.

Therefore Ad (y_1)boCm0. Moreover Ad (M) being compact, any two max-

imal abelian subalgebras of mo are conjugate under M. Therefore we can select

m3EM such that Ad (y_1)b0 = Ad (m3)\)0. Then from Lemma 3, yw3£^4* and

therefore yCA*M.
3. Quasi-regular elements. Let Zx and \)x be the centralizers in G and g0

respectively of an element x£G. We shall say that x is quasi-regular if (1) bx

contains a regular element and (2) there exists a closed normal abelian sub-

group A of Zx such that Zx/A is compact. It follows from the corollary to
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Lemma 3 that every regular element is quasi-regular. Now suppose x is

quasi-regular and H is a regular element in fo. Then x lies in the centralizer

of H in G and therefore from Lemmas 3 and 6, x is conjugate to an element

of some Ai (1 ^i^r). Thus we have obtained the following result.

Lemma 11. Let VG be the set of all quasi-regular elements in G and put

yAi = yG(~\Ai (l^i^-r) where Ai have the same meaning as in Lemma 6. Then

"G = \JUi UxGOx*AiX-\

Let us now use. the notation of Lemma 7 and define yM as in the corollary

to Lemma 8. Our object is to show that yGCs\M=*M. Suppose a0 is a quasi-

regular element in A. Define £„ (aEP) as in the proof of Lemma 8 and let n

be the centralizer of a0 in g. Then if Q is the set of those roots aEP for which

ka(ao) = 1, tl = fi+ 23aeg (CXa+CX_a). Moreover since a0 lies in G, rt is the

complexification of n0 = nng0 and n0 is the Lie algebra of ZO0. Now let yEZao.

Then it follows from the definition of quasi-regularity that all the eigenvalues

of the restriction of Ad (y) on n are unimodular complex numbers. Therefore

since A EZ„0, we conclude that | fa(a) | = 1 for all aEA and aEQ- This shows

that every root in Q takes only purely imaginary values on fi0. On the other

hand since all roots take only real values on fio^po, it follows that QEPo^-JP-

and therefore 0(n) = n. Furthermore it is obvious from the above expression

for n that it is reductive (see Koszul [9]) and so any abelian ideal of n must

be contained in fi. Hence in view of the quasi-regularity of ao. n0' = [n0, n0]

must be a compact semisimple Lie algebra over R. On the other hand 0(no')

= n0' and therefore n0' = n0'nfo+tto'/^po. But if XEno'r\p0 all the eigen-

values of ad X are real which, from the compactness and semisimplicity of

n0'. is impossible unless X = 0. This shows that n0' Cfo and therefore 13 [fi, n]

3£«£Q (CA'a + CA'_a). Hence QC.P- and so aoEAC\KM. Conversely if

mE^M, Zm is contained in A*M and A+Z is a closed normal subgroup of

A*M such that A*M/A+Z is compact (see Lemma 10). Moreover since m is

conjugate to some element of A (Lemma 7), the centralizer of m in g0 con-

tains a regular element. This proves that m is quasi-regular. Therefore

AC\yG = Ar\^M and since M=\JmE.M mAm'1, it follows that yM=Mn'G.

Thus we have the following lemma.

Lemma 12. yM coincides with the set of quasi-regular elements in M.

Corollary. xG is an open subset of G and there exists a finite number of

connected components Gi, • • ■ , Gn of XG such that xG=UjLi ZGi.

Consider the mapping (x, m)—>xmx~1 (xEG, mExM). Since (Ad (mr1)

— 7)q = q, every element in g can be written in the form X+(Ad (m~l) —I) Y

(XEtn, FGq). Hence this mapping is everywhere open and therefore

UjgaxWsr1 is an open set in G. But ,Af=UmgAf»J,4m~1 where \4 =A(~\yG.

Hence Uxgo x\4x-1 is an open set and we conclude from Lemma 11 that XG

is also open. Now G' being the set of regular elements in G, Y?3G' and G' is
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dense in G. Hence every connected component of yG contains some connected

component of G'. Define G/l^i = r as in the corollary to Lemma 9 and

select a connected component G( of yG containing G,'. Then UJ_i ZGOG'

and therefore every connected component of KG must intersect and therefore

coincide with zGi for some zEZ and some i. Hence XG = UJ_i ZGt.

4. Some general facts about differential operators. Let F be a locally

connected topological space on each connected component of which there is

defined the structure of a differentiable manifold of class Cx (or of an analytic

manifold) and dimension n. Under these conditions we say that V is a differ-

entiable (or analytic) manifold of dimension n. This definition differs from

the usual one in not assuming that V is connected. It has the advantage that

every open subset U of V may now be regarded as an open submanifold of V.

Let Cc(U) denote the set of all complex-valued functions on V which are

everywhere differentiable and which vanish outside a compact set contained

in U. Then Cc(U) is a vector space over C and a distribution T on U is a

linear function on this vector space satisfying certain conditions of continuity

(see Schwartz [ll]). Let D be a linear mapping of C"(V) into itself and p a

point in V. We say that D is a differential operator at p if there exists a co-

ordinate system (tx, • • ■ , tn) valid on some open neighborhood U of p and

having the following property. Let d, denote the operators d/dti (1 ^i^n) of

partial differentiation. We require that there should exist a finite set of in-

definitely differentiable functions gn«,....-, (l^ti, • • • , iq^n, O^q^r) on U

such that for every fEC?(U),

Df =   E E       gixif-itdifii, ■ ■ ■ dij
O^q^r l£i\,-' ■ .iq^n

on Uand Df = 0 outside U. (In case q = 0, dj,d,-, • • • 3,-,/ should be interpreted

to mean/,) If D is a differential operator at every point of V, we say simply

that it is a differential operator (on V). Clearly the differential operators form

a subalgebra of the algebra of all endomorphisms of C"(F). In particular if g

is an indefinitely differentiable function on V the mapping f—*gf (/£C"(F))

is a differential operator which we again denote by g.

Let C*(V) denote the space of all indefinitely differentiable functions on

V. Then any differential operator D also defines an endomorphism of CX(V).

In fact if fECx(V) and p is a point in V, (Df)(p) = (Dg)(p) where g is any

.function in C?(V) such that f—g is identically zero on some neighborhood of

p. It would often be convenient to denote the value of Df at p by f(p, D).

V being an analytic manifold, we say that D is analytic if Df is analytic at a

point p whenever/ is analytic at p (fEC°°(V)).

Now suppose Dit D2 are differential operators on two manifolds Vx and V2

respectively. Then D = DxXD2 is a differential operator on the product mani-

fold FiXF2 (see Schwartz [ll]). In fact if fxEC"(Vx), f2EC"(V2) and

g(pi, Pt) =fi(pi)h(p2)(piEVx, p2EVx) then
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(Dg)(pi, pt) = fi(pi, Di)f2(p2, Dt).

We shall sometimes denote the value of Dh (hECx(ViXV2)) at (pi, p2)

EViXV2hy h(pi, Di,p2, D2).

Let L be a Lie group and let lo denote its Lie algebra over R .Then if L'

is a nonempty open subset of L, every XE\o defines a differential operator

on L'. In fact if fEC?(L'), Xf is given by f(x, X) = {df(x exp tX)/dt}M
(xEL', tER). It is well known (see Chevalley [2]) that [X, Y]f=X(Yf)

— Y(Xf) (X, YElo,fECc(L')) and therefore we get a representation of I0 on

Cc(L'). Let I be the complexification of lo and £ the universal enveloping

algebra of I [6(a) ]. We may extend this representation ( uniquely) to a repre-

sentation of 2 on Cc(L') and therefore every element &G8 defines a differen-

tial operator /—>t»/ (JEC"(L')) on L'. Let bf(x) denote the value of bf at

xEL'.

Lemma(6) 13. Let x0 be a point in L' and b an element in ?. // bf(x0) =0 for

every f EC?(L') then b = 0.

Let Xi, • ■ ■ , Xn be a base for I0 over R. We can choose a positive number

e and an open neighborhood U of Xo in L' with the following property. If Q

is the open cube consisting of all points t = (ti, ■ ■ ■ , t„) in R" with \t\

= max,- \tt\ <e, the mapping

I —r Xo exp X(t)

where X(t) =tiXi+ ■ ■ • +tnX„, is a one-one regular mapping of Q onto U.

Then it is obvious that if P(t) is any polynomial in (ti, ■ ■ ■ , t„) with complex

coefficients, there exists a function fpECc(L') such that fp(xo exp X(t)) =P(t)

for I /| ^e/2. In particular fp is analytic at x0 and its Taylor expansion

fP(xo exp X(t)) = Y- (X(0)mf(xo)
mSo m\

is valid if | /| is sufficiently small. Now M being an ordered set (m\, ■ • ■ , mn)

of n non-negative integers, put tM = t?1 ■ ■ ■ t"n, \ M| =mi+ • ■ • +mn and

let X(M) denote the coefficient of tM in (| M\ l)~l(X(t)yMK Then

P(t) = f(x0 exp X(t)) =   Y     Y   t*X(M)fp(xo)
m&0    \M\=m

provided 11\ is sufficiently small. Hence if Pm is the coefficient of tM in P(t),

PM = X(M)fP(xo). On the other hand the elements X(M) form a base for

8 over C (see [6(a)]). Therefore b = Ym a(M)X(M) where a (M) EC and the

sum is finite. If b 5*0 we can choose M0 such that a(M0) 9*0. Now put P = tM".

Then

bfp(xo) = a(Mo) * 0.

(*) This lemma is attributed to Schwartz by Godement [5 ].
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This proves our assertion.

Corollary. Let D be a differential operator on L' and x0 a point in L'.

Then there exists exactly one element &£? such that f(x0, D)=bf(x0) for all

/£C(£').
We keep to the notation introduced above. Since h, • • • , t„ form a co-

ordinate system on U under the mapping t—»x0 exp X(t) and

mx\m2\ • • • mn\X(M)f(x,) =   I—-—/(x0 exp X(t))\
(dt™1 ■ ■ ■ a/™» ) t=o

for M=(mx, • • ■ , mn) and f EC"(L'), it follows from the definition of a dif-

ferential operator that there exists an element b= Em a(M)X(M)E% such

that/(x0, D) =bf(x0) for all/£C"(L'). On the other hand the uniqueness of b

is an immediate consequence of the above lemma.

We call the element b of the above corollary the local expression of D at

x0. Lemma 13 shows that the representation of 8 on C"(L') is faithful and so

we may identify elements of 2 with the corresponding differential operators

on L'. In this way 8 becomes a subalgebra of the algebra of all differential

operators on L'. Moreover if XEU, X is an analytic differential operator on

L' (see Chevalley [2]) and therefore the same holds for every &£S.

Let x—»Ad (x) denote the adjoint representation of L on I. We extend

Ad (x) to an automorphism of 8 over C and write ax = Ad (x)a (a£S, x£L)

whenever it is convenient to do so. Now suppose L' is an invariant set which

means that xL'x~1=L' for all x£L. Then for any function/ on L', define

fx (xEL) to be the function y—->/(x-lyx) (yEL'). We say that/is invariant if

f=fx for all xEL. It is clear that/—*/1 (/£C"(L')) is a linear isomorphism of

C"(L') onto itself and if a£?, fx(y, a)=f(x~1yx, Ad (x_1)a) (x£L, yEL').

We shall always denote by I?(L') and IX(L') respectively the sets of invariant

functions in C"(L') and C(L'). D being any differential operator, the map-

ping/—>(D(/X_1))1 (fECc(L')) is also a differential operator which we denote

by Dx. In particular if £>£?, Dx = Ad (x)D and so this coincides with the

definition of ax (a£?) given above. We say that D is invariant if DX = D for

all xEL. Let Dy (yEL') denote the local expression of D at y.

Lemma 14. If D is a differential operator on L',

Ad (x)Dy = (Dx) xyx-i (x E L, y £ L').

Therefore D is invariant if and only if Dxvx-i = Ad (x)Dy for all xEL and

yEL'.

lffEC"(L'), it follows from the definition of Dx that

f(xyx-\ D*) = r\y, D) = r\y, Dy)

= f(xyxr\ Ad (x)Dy).
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Hence the lemma.

Similarly if r is a distribution on L', the mapping /—»r(/1-1) (fEC?(L'))

is also a distribution which we denote by t* (xEL). Again t is said to be in-

variant if tx = t for all xEL. Now suppose the group L is unimodular so that

its Haar measure dx is both left- and right-invariant. Let U he a (nonempty)

open set in L' and Fa complex-valued function on U. We say that Fis locally

summable if it is measurable with respect to the Haar measure and f„\ F(x) \ dx

< co for any compact set o> contained in U. Corresponding to any such F,

we define a distribution rp on U as follows:

Mf) = / f(x)F(x)dx (feC:(U)).

If r is a distribution (defined on some open set containing U) we say that

t = F on U (or t coincides with F on U) if t(/)=tf(/) for every fEC"(U). Let

D he a differential operator on U. Then there exists a uniquely determined

differential operator D* on U such that

j (D*f)gdx = j f(Dg)dx (/, g E C7(U)).

D* is called the adjoint of D. The mapping D-+D* is obviously an anti-

automorphism of order 2 of the algebra of all differential operators on U. In

particular if gECx(U), g*=g. Now if r is a distribution and D a differential

operator on U, we define a distribution Dt by (Dr)(f) =r(D*f) (fECc*(U)).

In this way we get a representation of the algebra of differential operators

on the space of distributions, r is said to be an eigen-distribution of D if

Dt = cr where c is a complex number. Let <f> he the anti-automorphism of 8

such that <p(X) = -X (XEI). Then it is obvious that X* =<i>(X) if XEI and

therefore b* = <j>(b) for all bE%- Moreover if Uis an invariant set, it is easy to

see that a differential operator D on U is invariant if and only if D* is invari-

ant.

5. Differential operators on yM. Now let us return to the notation of

Lemma 7 and define SM as in the corollary to Lemma 8. Then yM is an open

submanifold of the Lie group M. Let SB be the universal enveloping algebra

of g and 9ft the subalgebra of 33 generated by (1, in) where

m = fi +   Y (CXa + CX_«).
aGP-

Then 5U? is the universal enveloping algebra of m (see Lemma 21 of [6(b)])

and therefore 33 and 3ft are certain algebras of differential operators on G and

M respectively. For any &G33 let Lb and Ri, respectively denote the linear

mappings a-^ba and a—>ab (aG23) of 93. <t> being an indefinitely differentiable

function on G, put <I?(x; m) =<f>(xmx~l) (xEG, mEM). Then $EC°°(GXM)
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and if Xx, ■ • • , XTE%o and Hi, • • ■ , i?,£m0 = mng0, we have

$(*, XiX2 ■ ■ -Xr; m, HiH2 ■ ■ ■ H.)

=   <-4>(xy(u)mm(t)(y(u))~1x~1)>
(dui • • • durdti • • • dt, ) uj—fy—0

where y(u) = expMiXi • • • expwrXr and m(t) = exphHi • • • expt.H,

(ui, tjER). Therefore, as a simple induction shows,

*(x, XxX2 ■ ■ ■ Xr; m, HxH2 ■ ■ ■ H,) = ^(xmyr1, wx)

where

W =  (Z,Ad(m-l)X! — Rxx) • • -  (Lt.Hm-1)Xr — Rxr)(Hx * • ■ Ht).

This suggests the lemma below. Let 33 X SD? denote the tensor product of S3

and WI and 5(q) and 5(g) the symmetric algebras over q and g respectively

(see [6(c), §2]). Then S(a)CS(a). Put 0=X(5(q)) where X is the canonical

mapping [6(c), p. 192] of 5(g) onto S3. Then if mEM, it is obvious that

Ad (w)Q = 0. Let 5r(g) be the space of those elements in 5(g) which are

homogeneous of degree r. We call an element b £23 homogeneous of degree

r if 6£X(5r(g)) and of degree ^r if bE EosdsrX(5<i(g)). Similarly we say that

an element in S3 X SQJ is of total degree ^ r if it lies in the space Ed+«5r S3<* X 5TJJ«

where S3d and 50?, respectively are the subspaces of S3 and ifJJ consisting of

homogeneous elements of degrees d and e.

Lemma 15. For each mEM there exists a unique linear mapping Tm of

S3 X TI into S3 such that Tm(l Xv)=v and

Tm(XxX2 ■  ■   ■   XT X V)   =   (L\d(m-^)Xl  —  Rx,)   •   •  •   (L\d(m-l)Xr  ~   Rxr)v

for all Xx, • • ■ , XrE% and vE^Sl- Moreover if mEsM, Tm defines a one-one

mapping of O X TI onto S3.

The uniqueness of Tm is obvious and so only the existence requires proof.

Put

ym(Xx, • • ■ , Xr; v) = Lka (m-'jr, — Rxt) ■ • ■ (L*.d (m-')Xr — Rxr)v

for mEM, Xx, ■ ■ ■ , XrE& and vETl. If Fi, • • • , F„ is a base for g0 over R,

it would be enough to prove that if

E       E       cil,il...,,F,1F,-s • • • F,- = 0 (Cil...{i E C)
3=0 lS«'i,---,tjSn

then

r

E       E       cili1...ijym(Yil, • • • , Y{/, v) = 0.
i—o lS<i.-..,vS»
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Now <f> and <$ being as above, we have seen that

#(*, Yh ■ ■ • Y{j; m, v) = 0(»r', b") (x EG)

where

b = ym(Yiv Yit, ■■■, Y^, v).

Hence we conclude that

r

0=2      .Y       c<x...*,*(*, Fi, • • • Yi/, m, v) = ^(xmx-1, a")
i—0 l£»'i,---,t/£n

where

r

a = Y       Y       cil...iiym(Yil, • • • , Yi ; v).
j—0 lHi,...,ijSm

Putting x = l, we get <t>(m, a) =0. This being true for every <j>ECx(G), it fol-

lows from Lemma 13 that a = 0.

Now we come to the second statement of the lemma. Put

A(m) = (Ad (mr1) - /)„

and suppose mExM. Let 93, denote the space of all elements in 33 of

degree ^s and put 33_i= {o}. Then 33, mod 93,_i (s^O) is spanned by ele-

ments of the form XXX2 • ■ • X, where Xi, • • • , X,E%- Moreover if

(ii,   H, • • • ,   it)   is   any   permutation   of   (1,   2, • • • ,   s),

XiX2 • • • X, — X^X^ • • • Xit E 93,_i

(see [6(a)]). Let dd and Wd he the sets of homogeneous elements of degree

d in O and 9JJ respectively. We shall prove by induction on s that

Y Tn(OaX.^le) = 33..
d+eSt

If Fi, • • • , FdGq and Xu ■ ■ ■ , X.Em,

Tm(Yi • • • Yt X -X"i • • • X.)

=   (L\i(,m-1)Yl  —   RyJ   ■  ■  ■   (LAd(.m-1)Yd ~  Ry*)(X •   •  '   X,).

Put Dx = Lx-Rx (XEq). Then since Z?x83rC93r (r^O), it is clear that

Tm(Fi ■■■YdxXi---X.)

=   (LA(m)Yi + Dy,)  • • •   (LjL(m)Y<l + DYd)(Xi • ■ ■  X.)

m (A(m)Yi) ■ ■ ■ (A(m)Yd)Xi ■ • • X. mod »**_».

This shows thatrm(Od X 9W,)C33, if d+e^s. Conversely since m E yM, A(m)

is nonsingular and so every element in q can be written in the form A (m) Y

(FGq). But elements of the form Zi ■ ■ • ZdXtX2 • • • X, (Zu • • • • ZdE<\,
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Xi, • • • , X,Etn) with d+e = s span S3, mod S3,_i and the order of the factors

is immaterial mod S3.-i. Therefore

E rro(QdX2rce)+S3.-iDS3,
d+e**t

and so our assertion followed by induction hypothesis. Moreover since g is

the direct sum of q and m, S3, and E<*+eS» Q<* X Tle have the same dimension

(see Lemma 12 of [6(c) ]). Therefore Tm must be one-one.

Corollary. Ifvu v2ETl, then Ym(vx X v2)ETl(mEM) and

Tm(bvi X n) = Tm(b X Tm(Vx X V2)) (b £ S3).

It would be enough to consider the case when vx = XxX2 • • • Xj and

b = ZxZ2 • • • Zt where X\ • • • XdEvn. and Zlt ■ ■ ■ , ZrE$. But then our

assertions follow directly from the definition of rm.

Let / be a mapping of an analytic manifold V into a vector space U. We

say that / is analytic if for every linear function p, on U the function

P^>n(f(P)) (PCV) is analytic on V. Put d+(m) =det (Ad (w"1) -/), (mEM).
(In case q = {0}, we have to put d+(m) = 1.)

Lemma 16. For each b £23 there exists a nonnegative integer r and an analytic

mapping yb of M into Q X TI such that

Tm(yt(m)) = (d+(m)yb (m £ M).

Moreover if the degree of b is ^s, the total degree of yb(m) is also ^s.

We shall use induction on s. It is obviously sufficient to consider the case

when

b = YxY2 ■ ■ ■ YdXxX2 ■ • ■ Xe

where Yx, • • • , Fd£q, Xx, • • • , -X",£m and d+e = s. Let P(t, m) denote the

characteristic polynomial of A(m) = (Ad (mr')—/)„ in the indeterminate t.

Then if g = dim q,

P(t, m) = t" - oxWt*-1 + • • • + (-l)"aq(m)

where <ri, • • • ,<r9 are analytic functions on M and a,(m) =d+(m). Put

B(m) = (-l)'+1{(yl(«))«-1 - o-x(m)(A(m)Y-2 + • • • + (-l)'-1^^)/.,}

where 7q is the identity mapping of q. Then B(m)A(m) =d+(m)I9. Put

Zi = B(m)Yi so that A(m)Zi = d+(m) F< (i = l, • ■ • , d). Also let

Q(m) = (di)-* Y,Zi£i*' ' ' ̂

where the sum extends over the permutations (ti, • • • , id) of (1, 2, • • • , d).

Then it is clear that
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Tm(Q(m) x Xi • • • X.) m (d+(m))dYiY2 ■ ■ ■ YdXx • • • X. mod93._i.

Hence

bo(m) = (d+(m))db - Tm(Q(m) X Xi ■ ■ ■ X.) E 93,_i

and in view of the definition of Tm it is obvious that m—*bo(m) is an analytic

mapping of M into 33,_i. Therefore if bi, • • • , bit is a base for 93,_i,

N

h(m) = Y «»(»»)&,
t=i

where a,(wz) are analytic functions on M. Now by induction hypothesis we

can choose integers r,-^0 and analytic mappings yt{ oi M into Q X SH such

that

r.(Tnto) = (d+(m))«bi (i - 1, • • • , N)

and the total degree of yb((m) is ^s — l (mEM). Put r = maxig,gv (d, r,) and

N

yh(m) = (d+(m))'^Q(m) X Xx ■ ■ ■ X. + 2^ o&ii)(d+(m))'-*<yl,i(m).

Then yi is an analytic mapping of M into 33,

r.(7»(»)) = (d+(m)Yb

and the total degree of yb(m) is ^s (mEM). This proves the lemma.

Now put £t'=Yd*i Qi and let mE'M. Then if &G33, it follows from
Lemma 15 that there is a unique element 8m(6)G9JJ such that

b - 8m(b) = b - rm(l X Sm(b)) E r„(Q' X 2R).

Moreover in view of Lemma 16, m—*8m(b) is an analytic mapping of yM into

9W. Therefore it is obvious that there exists a (unique) analytic differential

operator d(b) on KM such that om(b) is its local expression at any point

mEyM.

Lemma 17. 7/aG93 and mEM,

(S(a))m = S(an).

For any mEM, the mappings g—*qm and p—>vm (ggQ, vGSft) are linear

isomorphisms of Q and 9W respectively onto themselves. Hence there exists

a linear isomorphism of Q X 9ft onto itself which maps q X v onto qm X vm. We

denote it again by Ad (m). On the other hand it is obvious from the definition

of Tmi (miEM) that

Ad (m)(Tni(a X v)) = Tmmim-i(am X vm)

for aG93 and vEW. So in particular if miEyM,
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a - Tmi(l X Smi(a)) E rmi(0' X TI)

and therefore

am - Ad (w)(Tmi(l X Sni(a))) E rwmim-i(Q' X TI)

since Ad(m)(0' X Tl) = £t' X TI. This shows that

5mmim-i(am) = Ad (m)(Smi(a))

and therefore it follows from Lemma 14 that (8(a))m = 8(am).

Corollary. If a is an element in 23 such that am = afor all mEM, then 8(a)

is an invariant differential operator on XM.

This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 17.

6. The relationship between invariants of the Weyl group and certain

differential operators. Let z be an element in the center of S3. We shall now

try to determine the differential operator 8(z) on XM. Let us first recall a

few facts about reductive Lie algebras (see Koszul [9]). Let I be a reductive

Lie algebra over C and let c and I' respectively denote the center and the

derived algebra of I. Then I' is semisimple and if Y is a Cartan subalgebra of

I, it is obvious that T = c+T' where T' = YC\1' is a Cartan subalgebra of I'. By

a root of I (with respect to V) we mean a root a of I' (with respect to Y').

We extend a to a linear function on Y by setting a(H) =0 (HEc). Let to be

the Weyl group of I' with respect to Y'. If s£to we also extend s to a linear

transformation on Y by setting sH = H (HEc). For every root a choose an

element Xa9*0 such that [H, Xa]=a(H)Xa for all HEY. Introduce some

lexicrographic order among roots and let ax, ■ ■ ■ , ar be all the (distinct)

positive roots under this order. Denote by ? the universal enveloping algebra

of I and by U the subalgebra of S generated by (1, Y). Let m—>k* («£U) de-

note the automorphism of 11 which coincides with s on T(.s£to).

Lemma 18. Let 3 be the center of ?. Then for every zES there exists a unique

element y'(z)£U such that z—y'(z)£Ei-i %Xai. Furthermore z—>y'(z) (zES)

is an algebraic isomorphism of 3 into U.

If C = {O} this is the same as Lemma 36 of [6(b)]. The proof in the general

case also is practically the same and so we shall not repeat it here.

Let us say that an element w£U is an invariant (of to) if u' = u for all s£to.

Let J denote the subalgebra of U consisting of all invariants. Put

p=(«i+ • • • +ar)/2 and let X denote the automorphism of 11 given by

\(H)=H-p(H)(HEY). Dehney(z)=\(y'(z)) (zES)-

Lemma 19. z^*y(z) (zES) is an algebraic isomorphism of 3 onto J.

If c= {0} this follows from the results of [6(b), Part II, see equation (13)

p. 71 and Lemmas 38 and 39]. In the general case let S, S' and U' be the sub-
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algebras of 2 generated by (1, c), (1, I') and (1, V) respectively. Then ? = ?'&,

3 = £' 6 and / = /'£ where 3' is the center of 8' and J' = JCM1'. Since
7(c) =c (cGS) our assertion now follows from the corresponding result for I'.

For every automorphism r of I let b—>bT (bE%) denote the corresponding

automorphism of £.

Lemma 20. The maf. ping y defined above is independent of the lexicographic

order of roots used in its definition. If t is any automorphism of 1 which leaves T

invariant, then y(zT) =(y(z))T (zE3)- Finally let b—>b* (bE$) denote the anti-

automorphism of 8'which maps X on —X(XEl). Then y(z*) = (y(z))* (zE3)-

Let /3 be a linear function on V and t an automorphism of I such that

rr = r. Then we denote by t@ the function H^>B(t~1H) (HET). If a is a

root, it is obvious that ra is also a root and rXaECXra. Now first suppose

t permutes the positive roots (ai, • • ■ , aT) among themselves. Then rp=p

and if v is the automorphism of U given by v(H) =H+p(H) (HET), v com-

mutes with t (if the latter is regarded as an automorphism of 11). Now let

zE3- Then z — v(y(z))E Yi-i %Xai from the definition of y. Hence

z* - (V(y(zW = z* = v((y(z))>) E Y 8**«, = Y 8*«<-
i-l i=l

Since zTE3<lt follows from Lemma 19 that v(y(zT)) =v((y(z))r) and therefore

y(zT) = (y(z))T- Now suppose t is any automorphism of 1 leaving T invariant.

Then (t«i, • • • , rar) is the set of positive roots in a suitable lexicographic

order and hence there exists(7) an element sGfo such that (soti, ■ ■ ■ , sar) and

(r«i, • • • , rar) are the same apart from order. As is well known x can be ex-

tended to an "inner" automorphism(8) of I. Then z' = z (zE3) and t'=ts~*

permutes (ai, • • • , ar) among themselves. But then zT = zT' and (y(z))T

= (y(z))T' since ('Y(z))'='y(z) (zE3)- Hepce in view of the above proof,

y(z*) = 7(z") = (y(z)Y' = (y(z)Y.

Now put vt = tvt~1 (t being regarded as an automorphism of 11). Then vr(H)

= H+rp(H) (HET) and vr(y(zr)) = (v(y(z)))r. This shows that

zr - "r(7(zr)) = (z - v(y(zW E Y 8*™,.
i-l

Replacing z by zT_l, we get

(7) This follows from the fact that one fundamental system of roots can be transformed

into every other (apart from order) by an element of » (see Weyl [14(b)] and [6(f), Corollary 2

to Lemma 4]).

(*) This means that there exists a transformation of the adjoint group of I which coincides

with s on r (see Weyl [14(b)]).
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z - vr(y(z)) E E SXrat (zES).
1-1

Now (ai, ■ ■ • , ai) being the set of all positive roots in any other order,

put p' = (ai + • • • +ar')/2 and let v' be the automorphism of U given by

v'(H) =H-\-p'(H) (HEY). Then in order to prove the first statement of the

lemma, we have to show that

z - v'(y(z)) E E 8*v
i=l

But, as has already been mentioned above, we can choose(7) an element

s£to such that the two sets (ai, • • • , ai) and (sai, ■ • ■ , saT) are the same.

Then p' = sp and therefore v' = v, and

2 - v'(y(z)) = z - v.(y(z)) £ E 8*.., = E %X*\.
.=i i-i

Now we come to the last part. One proves without difficulty by using the

notion of rank (see [6(b), p. 79]) that actually

z-v(y(z))E   E   X_a$Xa). (zES).
l = «',j'=r

Hence

2* - (»(y(z)))* E   E   Xa$X-ai.
lS»,;'Sr

Define the automorphism v* of U by v*(u) = (v(u*))* (m£U). Then v*(H)

= H—p(H) (HEY) and if we replace z by z* in the above equation, we have

z - v*((y(z*))*) £    E   Xaj%X-ai.
lii.jir

On the other hand it is obvious that under a suitable order (—«i, • • • , —ar)

is the set of all positive roots. Since — («i+ • • • +ar)/2 = —p, it follows from

what has been proved above that

z - v*(y(z)) E E 8*-«..
i=i

This shows that y(z) = (7(2*))* and therefore y(z*) = (y(z))* (zES)-

Corollary. If t is any anti-automorphism of 2 such that lT = I and YT = Y,

theny(zr) = (y(z))r(zES)-

The mapping b—>(bT)* is obviously an automorphism of £ which leaves I

and r invariant. Hence the corollary follows from the above lemma.

We shall now apply Lemma 19 to our problem. Let 3 and Sm denote the

centers of 33 and Tt respectively and U the subalgebra of S3 generated by
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(1, fi). Let W be the Weyl group of g (with respect to fi) and IF_ the sub-

group generated by the Weyl reflexions sa corresponding to aEP— Also

denote by / and /_ respectively the subalgebras of U consisting of all invari-

ants of IF and IF_. It is obvious that m is reductive and 6 is a Cartan sub-

algebra of m. Then in accordance with Lemma 19 we have the isomorphisms

z-*y(z) (zE3) and w—yy-(w) (wE3m) of 3 and 3m onto / and J_ respec-

tively. Since JEJ-, there exists an isomorphism z^>n(z) of 3 into 3m such

that 7(z) =7_(p(z)). The significance of p is expressed by the theorem below.

First let us recall that d+(m) =det (Ad (m~l) —1)^0 iimEKM and therefore

\d+\1/2 and |d+\~112 are analytic functions on yM. Moreover p(z), being an

element of 9ft, is a differential operator on M.

Theorem 1. If zE3 and t is an invariant distribution on ^M, then

S(z)t=   \d+\-V2U(z)(\d+\u2r).

Let D = | d+\ _1/2p(z) o | d+\ll2 where o denotes the operator product. It is

clear from Lemma 7 that |<f+|-1'2, p(z), \d+\1/2 are all invariant differential

operators on XM. Therefore D is also invariant. Also h(z) is invariant from

the corollary to Lemma 17. Put ® = t>(z) —D. We have to show that t(0*/) =0

for any f EC" QM). Let M* be the analytic subgroup of the adjoint group of

go corresponding to mr0. Then M* is compact. Put gm =gm (gEC"(yM),

m*EM*) where m is any element in M (see Lemma 7 for notation) whose

image in M* is m*. Moreover normalize the Haar measure dm* on M* in

such a way that fM'dm* = l. Then since r and 0* are both invariant, it is

clear that

t(0*/) = r((@*f)m') = t(0*(/"»*)) = t(0*/)

where

f(m) =  f   fm'(m)dm* (m E 'M).
J M'

Since fEI"CM), it would be enough to prove that 0*g = O for every

gEI?CM). On the other hand if dm is the Haar measure of M and fEC"(KM),
gEI?(sM), it is evident that

f f®*gdm =   f f®*gdm = f (®f)gdm

where / is defined as above. Hence it is sufficient to prove the following

lemma.

Lemma 21. IffEI'CM), 0/=O.

G' being the set of regular elements in G, put A'=AC\G'. Since 0/
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EI? CM) it would obviously be enough (see Lemmas 7 and 8) to show that

f(h, ©) =0 for hEA'. For this we need some additional results which will be

obtained in the next two sections.

7. Differential operators on A'. Put «= E«eKGXa + CX_„) and
«_= E«e^- (CXa + CX-a). Then g = « + b, m = «_+band S = q+«_ where all
sums are direct. Let 5(3) and 5(8_) denote the symmetric algebras over 8 and

8_ respectively and © and ©_ their images in 23 under the canonical mapping

of 5(g) onto 23. Let ©r be the space of homogeneous elements of degree r in

©. Put ©' = Ergi ©r and ©'_ =©_f^©'. U being the subalgebra of 23 gener-

ated by (1, b), it is obvious that 23 = ©U and 2ft = ©_U (see [6(c), Lemma 12]).

Let Tm (mEM) denote the mapping of Lemma 15. Notice that A'CyM and

ucaw.
Lemma 22. If hEA', Yn defines a one-one mapping © X U onto 23 and also

a one-one mapping of ©_ X U onto Tt.

The proof of these statements is exactly parallel to that of Lemma 9.

We note that 23g = ©'U + tlb and in view of the corollary to Lemma 15,

r»(Uf)XU) = rJ(iixr^xu))=[o} (hEA)

since Yn(\) X U) = {0}. Hence applying the same corollary once again, we get

r„(33g X U) = r»(©'U X U) C r»(C X U).

This proves that

I\(©' X U) = rA(23' X U) (h E A)

where S3' = S3g. Similarly r»(©'_ X U) =Yh(W X U) where a»' = SRm.
For each root a let £„ be the character of A given by Ad (h)Xa=^a(h)Xa

(hEA) and consider the multiplicative group oS generated by all £a. Also let

0S- be the subgroup of da generated by £« (a£F_). We denote by S the space

of finite linear combinations of characters in oS with coefficients in C. Obvi-

ously S is a ring under ordinary multiplication arid the subspace E- spanned

by 0S- is a subring of 2. Put

d(k) = det (Ad (/r1) - /)„,        A_(A) = det (Ad (h'1) - /)«_

where the subscripts denote restrictions to the corresponding subspace.

Lemma 23. For each 6£23 we can choose elements vlt ■ ■ ■ , z»jv£23 X U,

£i, • • • , £#£2 and an integer r2:0 such that

riZ£#,j = (d(h)Yb

for all hEA.

Define 33, (s^ —1) as in the proof of Lemma 15 and suppose 6£23, (s^O).

We shall use induction on s. Let Xi, • ■ ■ , X„ be a base of g consisting of the
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elements Xa, X-a (aEP) and a base of fi. Then it is obviously sufficient to

consider the case when b = Fi Y2 • ■ ■ F, where each Y, is equal to some Xj.

Since the order of the factors is immaterial mod 93,_i, we may assume that

YjEfi for t<j^s while YjEt) for l&j^t. Also we may suppose that t^l for

otherwise if t = 0, bEU and r*(l'X b)=b (hEA). Put Yt+1 ■ ■ ■ F.=«GU
(u = l if t = s) and let m he the character of A given by Ad (h) Yi = rji(h) Yi

(l^i^t). Then i;, = ^a for some root a and therefore r]i(h)^l ii hEA'. For

any j(l ^j^t) put yy = Fy ■ • • Yt. Then(9)

Th(yi Xu)= (LAd(n-i,yy - i?Si)r„(ym X u)

= (Ad (h-i)Y; - Y/)Yh(yi+i X «) + [Fy, r»(y,+1 X «)]

= (vj(h-i) - l)F,T»(y/+i X «) + [F,-, r»(yy+, X «)]•

Therefore it follows easily by induction on t—j that for each/ we can choose

elements &iyG33,+<_y_i, r»yGH (l^i = Nf) such that

fi

Tk(yi X «) =   II  (Vi(h~x) - DyiU + Y Ui(h)bu.
i&Ht 1=1

Putting j=l and bn-bi, fa = f<, l^t^iVi,

r*(Fi • • • F« X «) = II (vi(h~x) -l)b+Y U(h)h.
i-l i-l

Also it is obviously possible to find an integer &_0 and foGS such that

U(h)   II (vl(h~l) -l) = (d(h))>° (h E A).
iS(S<

Hence if we put v0 = (Yi Y2 ■ ■ • Yt) X u,

Th($o(h)vo) = (d(h))*b + Y Uh)Uh)bi.
i-l

Since S is a ring and 6yG93,-i (1 ^j^Ni) our assertion now follows from the

induction hypothesis.

If Z>G33 and hEA', we conclude from Lemma 22 that there exists a unique

element /3A(6)GU such that

b - pk(b) E r*(@' X U) = r„(93' X U).

Define v,, £i and r as in Lemma 23 and choose w.GU such that v, — (l X «<)

G33' X U. Then since d(h) is never zero if hEA', it is clear that

fih(b) = (d(h))-' Y Uh)ui (h E A').
i-l

Thus we have obtained the following result.

(9) If Oi, a2 are two elements of an associative algebra, we write [oi, a2] =0102—0201.
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Corollary. If J£23, it is possible to choose elements U\, • • • , unEVL,

£i, • • • » £tf£oH and an integer r^O such that

(lh(b) = (d(h))-' E Uh)ui
i-X

for all hEA'.

Now suppose bETl and hEA'. Then from Lemma 22 we can choose

boElX such that b-b0EYh(<®l X U). But

r*(©_' x U) c r*(S3' x U)

and so, in view of the uniqueness of /3a(£>), we conclude that b0=flh(b). Hence

b - ph(b) E r„(©_' X U) = Th(Tl' X U).

The following lemma and corollary are proved in the same way as Lemma

23.

Lemma 24. For each bETl we can choose elements »i, • • • , v^ETl X U,

|i, • • • , £jv£E- and an integer r^O such that

r»(E«^) = (d-WYb

for all hEA.

Corollary. If bETl it is possible to select elements u\, • • • , mjv£U,

£i, • • • , £jv£o2- and an integer r^.0 such that

N

ph(b) - (dL(*))-' E U»)ut
i—l

for all hEA'.

We now regard A' as an open submanifold of the Lie group A. It follows

from the above results that for each b £23 there exists an analytic differential

operator /3(6) on A' whose local expression at hEA' is f}k(b).

Lemma 25. Suppose bETl andfEI°°CM). Then if hEA',

f(h, b) = f(h, ph(b)).

Since b-t3h(b)EYn(Tl' X U), it would be enough to prove that f(h, a)=0

if aEYh(Tl' X U). It is clearly sufficient to consider the case when

a = Th(Xi ■ • • Xr X HxH2 ■ ■ • H.)

where X„ • • • , XrEmTli9 (r=U) and Hu ■ ■ ■ , H,E1)o (s^O). Put m(u)

= exp (uxXx) ■ • ■ exp (urXr), h(t)=exp (txHx+ ■ ■ ■ +t.H.) (m,-, tjER). Then

as we have seen in §5,
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f(h, a) = {(d'+'/dui ■ ■ ■ durdh ■ ■ ■ dQffaMhkyXmfr))-1)}^,.^.

But since/is an invariant function and r = 1, the right-hand side is zero. This

proves the lemma.

Corollary. Let g be the restriction on A' of a function f EP*C M). Then if

Z»G93, o(b)f coincides with B(b)g on A'.

Let h he a point in A'. Then g(h, 8(b)) =g(h, Bh(b))=f(h, Bh(b)) and
f(h, 8(b)) =f(h, 8h(b)). Therefore, in view of the above lemma, it would be

enough to show that 8h(8h(b)) =Bh(b). But

b - &h(b) E r„(0' X 9ft)

and 9ft = rA(©_ x ll) from Lemma 22. Therefore

r*(0' x 2ft) = r*(G' x rn(©_ x U))

= r„(0'@_ x U) C r„(93' x U)

from the corollary to Lemma 15. On the other hand

bh(b) - Bh(8h(b)) E r\(33' X U)

and therefore

b - 8h(8h(b)) E r„(93' X U).

This proves that Bh(b) =8h(8h(b)).

8. Determination of B(z) in terms of the invariants. As before (§6) let

IF and IF_ respectively be the Weyl groups of g and tn (relative to fi) and let

J and /_ be the corresponding subalgebras of invariants of U. In §6 we have

defined the isomorphisms y and 7_ of 3 and ,3^ onto / and /_ respectively.

(We recall that 3m is the center of 9ft.) The operators 8(z) and 8(w) can be

expressed in terms of 7(z) and y-(w) (zE3j wE3m) as follows.

Theorem 2. If zE3 a^d wE3m then

B(z) =   | d\-1'2y(z)o \d\l<2,        /3(w) =   | <*_ \-"2y_(w) o \ d_\l<2

as differential operators on A'. (Here o denotes operator product.)

Assuming this for a moment, we shall now prove Lemma 21 and thus

complete the proof of Theorem 1. Let zE3 and fEI?(yM). Then as we have

seen in §6, it is enough to prove that 0/ is zero on A'. Let g denote the restric-

tion of/ on A'. Then by the corollary to Lemma 25 and Theorem 2, 8(z)f

coincides on A' with B(z)g=\d\-ll2y(z)(\d\ l/2g). On the other hand 7_(p(z))

= y(z). Therefore again from Theorem 2 and the corollary to Lemma 25,

\d+\-v2n(z)(\d+\ l'*f) coincides on A' with \dh1/27(z)(|^| ll2g) since d = d+d^.

This proves that 0/ vanishes identically on A'.
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We now come to the proof of Theorem 2. Put

$ = /3(z) -   | d\~1l2y(z)o | dl1'2,

tf = P(w) -  | <Z_ l-^Vtw) o | <f_ I1'2.

Then we have to show that $ = tf = 0. PutG* = Ad (G)~G/Z and x* = Ad (x)

(x£G). It is obvious from its definition (see Lemma 15) that rm depends only

on m* (mEM) and therefore (5h(b) (6£S3) only on h* (hEA'). Since the same

holds for d(h) and d-(h), we can regard $ and tf as differential operators on

A'* and it would clearly be enough to prove that <l> = tf = 0 on A'*. Let G0

be any connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is g0. Then the adjoint groups

of G and G0 are the same and hence the above argument shows that it is

permissible, for the proof of our theorem, to replace G by G0. Therefore if Gc

is the simply connected complex analytic group with the Lie algebra g, we

may assume that G is the real analytic subgroup of Ge corresponding to go.

Let Ac and Mc be the complex analytic subgroups which correspond to b

and m respectively. Then we know from Lemmas 3 and 4 that ACAC and

therefore (see Lemma 7) MCMC. Now b, regarded as an additive group, is

locally isomorphic to Ac under the exponential mapping and so it is a complex

Lie group whose Lie algebra is also \). Therefore elements of U may now be

considered as (holomorphic) differential operators on b. Let bi be the complete

inverse image of A (under the exponential mapping) in b. Then \)i is closed

and therefore it is a (real) Lie subgroup and its Lie algebra is bo- Put

&(H) = IT (ea(-H)l2 - e-"W2),

A„(H) = II (e"«°/2 - e-"^'2) (H £ b).
«£/»_

Then it is obvious that

d(expH) = (-l)'A(H)2,

<f_(exp H) = (-1)>A..(H)2 (H £ bi)

where r and 5 are the numbers of roots in P and P- respectively. For any

function X on b and sEW, let X* denote the function H—>\(s~1H) (HE1))-

(If X is a linear function we write iX instead of X*.) Then for any root a, sa

is also a root and therefore A* = e(s)A where e(s) = ±l. Similarly if s£FF_,

it is clear that As_ =e_(s)A_ where again e_(s) = ±1. But if sa is the Weyl

reflexion corresponding to a root aEP-, it is known (see Weyl [14(b)]) that

e(sa) =e_(s„) = — 1. Therefore since e and e_ are both homomorphisms, it

follows that e(s) =«-($) for all s£lF_. This shows in particular that if

A+(H) =     n      (e«W'2 - e-«w/2) (HEW,
„Gp0up+

then As+ =A+ for all sEW— (We shall need this result a little later in §10.)
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Consider the open submanifold fi' of b consisting of those points H where

A(H)t*0. Then fi/ =fi'Hfii is the complete inverse image of A'. We regard

fii as an open submanifold of the real Lie group fii. It is obvious that cor-

responding to any differential operator D on A' there exists exactly one

differential operator D on fi/ with the following property. If fEC°°(A') and

J(H)=f(exp H). (HEfo), then f(H, D)=f(exp H, D). Moreover 5 = 0
if and only if D = 0. Hence it would be sufficient to prove that $ = ^ = 0. It is

clear that

¥ = P(zj - A~ly(z) o A,

•& = /3(w>) — A_ y-(w) o A_.

Let F and F_ be the additive groups generated by the roots a in P and P_

respectively. Then it follows from the corollaries to Lemmas 23 and 24 that

we can choose elements <n, ■ ■ ■ , o-pEF, n, • • • , rqEF-, ui, • • • , up,

Vi, • ■ ■ , vvEVL and two integers r, k^O such that

V

$  =   A_r Y  e"Ui
i=l

^ = A_   2^ eT'»j-
i-l

Now suppose $?*0. We may assume that <r\, • • • , ap are all distinct and

m.5^0 l^i^p. Let %r he the space consisting of all real linear combinations of

the roots a. Then a lexicographic order is defined in g« (see §2) and hence F

and F_ are ordered groups. Let oi he the highest element among (ai, ■ • • ,ap).

Put p = 2~1Y°E:p a and suppose v is an irreducible representation of g on a

finite-dimensional space V with the highest weight A. We denote the cor-

responding representations of 93 and Gc also by v. Let x be the character of

v on Gc. Then if A' =A+p one knows (see Weyl [14(a) ]) that

x(exp H)A(H) = Y «Wc'A'(H) (H E fi).

On the other hand x(xyx~l) =x(y) (x, yEGc) and so as we have seen during

the proof of Lemma 25, x(h, a) =0 if hEA and aGrA(93' X U). This implies

that X(h, b)=x(h, 8>(b))(bE®, hEA') and therefore if x(#)=x(exp H)

(HEfo and 8H(b) denotes the local expression of B(b) at HEfo, it follows

that

X(H, BH(z)) = x(exp H, z).

Now a being a linear function on fi, we may extend it (uniquely) to a homo-

morphism of U into C such that a(l) = 1. Then it is known (see [6(b), p. 73])

that v(z)<j>=A'(y(z))<p ior any 4>E V and therefore
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zx = A'(7(z))x-

In view of our result above, this implies that

x(H, Mz)) = A'(y(z))x(H) (H E b/).

Put x' = xA- Then since y(z)EJ, it follows from the formula for x' given

above that

X'(H, y(z)) = A'(y(z))X'(H) (H £ b).

Therefore

X(H, *) = x(H, fa(z)) - A(ff)-Y(#, y(z)) = 0

for HE1)i • On the other hand let A=Ai, • • • , AN be all the distinct weights

of v and let nt be the multiplicity of A,- (l^i^N). Then Ai£v5« and A,<A

2=:;giVand

x(H) = x(exp tf) = E »^w (# G b).
•=i

Therefore it follows from our formula for $ that

0 = X(H, $) = A(H)~r E E «;A,(«i) exp (c<(H) + A,(-ff))
»=i j-i

for all H£b!. But since bi' contains the nonempty open subset 1)or\\)' of b0,

it is obvious that a meromorphic function on b cannot vanish everywhere on

bi  unless it is identically zero. Therefore

V      N

E E njAj(Ui)e°<+A< = 0.
i—l   j=l

But <ri+A=<ri+Ai><r<+Ay unless i=j=l and the exponentials of distinct

linear functions are linearly independent (see for example Lemma 41 of

[6(b)]). So it follows that A(wi)=0. On the other hand if / = dimc b, there

exist I linearly independent elements Xi, • • • , X(£5r such that for any set

(mi, • • • , mi) of non-negative integers Ao = miKi-\- ■ • • -\-miki is the highest

weight of some irreducible representation of g (see [6(b), Theorem l]).

Therefore Ao(wi) = 0 for all such Ao and from this we can conclude (see Lemma

22 of [6(b)]) that Ux = 0. However this contradicts our hypothesis and so

i=o.
Now we come to tf. Again assuming that tf 9^0, we may suppose that

Ti>r2> ■ • • >rq in F_ and t/,-^0 l^jt^q. v, A and V being as above, let

<p9^0 be a vector in V belonging to the weight A. Then if U = v(Tt)<b, we get

a representation Vx of Mc on U which is irreducible (see Lemma 2 of [6(f)]).

Obviously A is the highest weight of Vi. Hence if Xi is the character of vx and

A"=A+p_ (wherep_ = 2-1E<»eiJ-a)' we have the formula (see Weyl [14(a)])
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Xi(exp H)A-(H) =   E «W«A"(a/f> (HEW.

We can now apply the above argument to Xi (instead of x) and conclude that

A(z>i) =0. Again this implies that vx = 0 and so we get a contradiction. Hence

Theorem 2 is now proved.

9. Eigen-distributions on yM. Let r be an invariant distribution on SM.

Since 8(z) (zE3) 1S an invariant differential operator on yM (see the corollary

to Lemma 17), 5(z)r is also invariant. Therefore it follows from Theorem 1

that 8(ziZ2)t = 5(zi)5(z2)t (zi, z2ES)- We shall say that r is an eigen-distribu-

tion of 3 if it is an eigen-distribution of 8(z) for every zES- In case this is so,

it is clear that there exists a homomorphism x of 3 into C such that S(z)t

= x(2)r (z£3)- The following theorem is the main result of the above theory.

Theorem 3. Let r be an invariant distribution on XM. Then if it is an eigen-

distribution of 3> it coincides with an analytic function on KM.

Define / and /_ as in §8. Then JJ^J and since IF is a finite group, it

follows from the theory of invariants (see Weyl [14(c), p. 275]) that J has a

finite number of generators (over C) and U is a finite module over / (see [6(c),

p. 200 ]). Therefore / is a Noetherian ring and hence by a well-known theorem

in algebra (see van der Waerden [13, vol. II, §99]) /_ is also a finite module

over /. Hence any element w'EJ- satisfies an equation of the form

w'° + y(zi)w'«-1 + • • • + y(z0) = 0

where zx, ■ ■ • , zaE3 and g is a positive integer. Now the notation being as

in §8, let wESm and put w' =y-(w). Then by applying the isomorphism 7I1

to the above equation, we get

w" + n(zx)wg-1 + • • • + p(za) = 0.

Now put t'= |<f+| 1/2r. If x is the homomorphism of 3 into C corresponding

to t, it follows from Theorem 1 that p(z)r' = x(z)T' (2£3) and therefore since

3at is abelian,

Wt' + X(zi)W~1t' + • • • + x(z0)t' = 0.

Let Hi, • ■ ■ , Hp be a base for bo^p over R. Since — B(X, X) (XEto) is a

positive-definite quadratic form cn f0, we can choose a base Xx, • • • , XT for

mr0 over R such that — B(Xit X,) = 5y (1 ^i,j^r) where 5,y= 1 or 0 according

as i —j or not. Put

□ = H !+■••+ H2P + x\ + x\ + • • • + Xi

It is well known that X\+ ■ ■ ■ +X2 lies in 3m and therefore the same holds

for □• Hence in view of what we have said above, r' satisfies an equation of

the form

Wt' + CxW-1t' + ■ • • + C0t' = 0
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where cu ■ • ■ , cg are complex numbers. But it is obvious from its definition

that the analytic differential operator □ is of the elliptic type (see Girding

[3 ]) everywhere on M. The same therefore holds for

□' + ciD"-1 +•••+«.

and so we can conclude from the work of Schwartz [ll, p. 136] and John [8]

(see also [3]) on the generalization of the classical Bernstein Theorem to dis-

tributions, that t', and hence also r are analytic functions on KM. This proves

the theorem.
We shall now try to determine r. Put yA = XM(~\A. Then it is obvious from

Lemma 7 that yM = UmgM msAm~x and since r is an invariant analytic func-

tion, it would be enough to know its restriction on A' =AC\G' (see Lemma 8).

Let a' denote the restriction of t'= \d+\ ll2ronA'. Since n(z)r'=x(z)t' (zG,3)>

we conclude from the corollary to Lemma 25 that 8(n(z))a' =x(z)<r'. On the

other hand

8(n(z)) =  | dL.|-1/27(z) o \d_\1'2

from Theorem 2. Therefore if a(h) = \d(h)\ w*r(ft) (hEA'),

y(z)<r = x(z)a (z G 3).

Let us now assume that ry^O so that a?*0 and x(l) = 1- Then from Theorem 5

of [6(b)], there exists a linear function A on fi such that x(z) =A(y(z)) for

every zE3- Moreover the linear functions sk (sEW) are the only ones which

have this property so that A is uniquely determined by x up to an operation

of IF. Since 7 is an isomorphism of 3 onto / we obtain the following differen-

tial equations for a.

va = A(v)<r (v E J).

Define «• (uEVL, sEW) as in §6. Then 11 being abelian, we can, for any

«GU, consider the polynomial

n (f - «•) = f" + v^~i + ••• + «.

in the indeterminate f with coefficients in /. (Here w is the order of IF.) Re-

placing f by m, we obtain the identity

uw + u^hi +••■+»„ = 0

which when applied to a gives

WV + A^OW^-V + • • • + A(vv,)<r = 0.

On the other hand since A is a homomorphism of U, it is obvious that

TJ (r - a(w)) = r + A(»or—»+ • • • + a(v„).
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Therefore the above equation can be written in the form

n («- A(w))<r = o.

Thus we have obtained the following result.

Lemma 26. Let <x(h) = | d(h) j ll2r(h) (hEA') where r is the analytic function

(on KM) of Theorem 3. Then there exists a linear function A ow fi such that

vo = A(v)o-

for every vEJ- Moreover if tj^O, A is unique up to an operation of Wand

II (« - A(u'))<r = 0
mEW

for all uEll-

in order to obtain more precise information about <r from the above

lemma we first need some simple facts about differential equations of a cer-

tain type. Let I he an open interval on the real line R. We denote the variable

on R by t and the differential operator d/dt by d. Let P(f)^0 be a poly-

nomial in an indeterminate f with complex coefficients.

Lemma 27. Let £ be an analytic function on I such that P(d)£ = 0. Then

£(t) =pi(t)eMt+ • • • +p,(t)ex,t (tEI) where pi, • • • , p, are polynomials (with

complex coefficients) and Xi, • • • , X, are all the distinct roots of the equation

P(f) =0. If Ui is the multiplicity of the root Xi of P, the degree of pi is less than

m(lgigs).

Although this lemma is undoubtedly known, we give a short proof for

the sake of completeness. Without loss of generality we may assume that the

origin lies in /. Let r he the degree of P. First we claim that if (d>£)t-o =0,

O^j^r, then £ = 0. For otherwise if tm is the lowest power of / appearing in

the Taylor expansion %(t) =aotm+aitm+1+ • ■ ■ around t = 0 (atEC, a0^0),

it is clear that m>r and therefore the coefficient of lm"T in the Taylor expan-

sion .of P(d)£ is not zero. Hence it follows easily that any r + l solutions of

the differential equation P(d)E = 0 which are analytic on / must be linearly

dependent over C. On the other hand it is easy to verify that the functions

t"eXit (0^q<m, l^i^s) constitute a set of r linearly independent solutions

of this equation. Hence £ must be a linear combination of them.

Corollary. Let U be an open connected set in a Euclidean space E of

dimension I over R and let (tu • '• • . ti) denote the Cartesian coordinates in E.

Put di = d/dti (i=l, ■ ■ • , I) and let Fi(f), • • • , Pj(f) be nonzero polynomials

of degrees ru • • • , rt respectively in the indeterminate f with coefficients in C.

Consider an analytic function £ on U such that Pi(di)£ = 0 (l—i^l). Then £ is a

linear combination with complex coefficients of functions of the form
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tx t2   • • • ti   e

where mx, • • • , mi are integers, \i is a root of the equation F.(f) =0 of multi-

plicity pi and 0^m,<pi (l^i^l).

Put r = rxr2 • • • n. It is easy to verify that the functions written above

form a system of r linearly independent solutions of our differential equations

(see Lemma 41 of [6(b) ]). Hence it is enough to prove that any r + 1 analytic

solutions are linearly dependent. Again we may assume that the origin lies

in U. Then the equations (d{ld$ ■ ■ • 6y"£)»,_«,-o = 0, 0^ji<rit l^ig/are

exactly r in number. Hence given r + 1 analytic solutions fi, • • • , £r+i, we can

choose c,EC (1=^=> + 1), not all zero, such that £ = di;i + ■ • • +cr+i£r+i

satisfies these r conditions. We shall now prove that £ = 0. Since £ is analytic

it is enough to show that it is zero in some neighborhood of the origin. Hence

it would be sufficient to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 28. Let e be a positive real number and U the cube \ti\ <e (1 ^i^l)

in E. Suppose £ is an analytic function on U such that P,(di)£ = 0 1 =^'=7 and

(dx d{ ■ ■ ■ dt !)i1=...=(1=0 = 0

OgjiOi, • • • , 0^j,<rt. Then £ = 0.

We use induction on I. If / = 1 we have seen during the proof of Lemma 27

that our assertion is true. So assume 1^2 and let U denote the section of U

defined by tt=0. Let fy be the restriction of £y = d?£ on U (0^j<rt). Then it

follows from our induction hypothesis that fy is identically zero. For fixed

tx, ■ ■ ■ , /i-i (\ti\ <e, i = l, • ■ • , l-l) put t)(t)=li(tx, ■ ■ ■ , ti-x, t) (\t\ <e).

Then (d'v)t=o = li(h, • • • , <j_i)=0 and Pi(d)t)=0 where d = d/dt. Therefore

r] = 0 by the case 1 = 1 and so this proves that £ = 0 on U.

After this preparation we return to our problem of determining a. Let ho

be a point in A'. We can choose an open connected neighborhood U of zero

in the real Euclidean space bo such that h0 exp HEA' for all HEU. Then

F(H) =o-(h0 exp H) (HEU) is an analytic function on U. As in §8 we can

regard elements of U as differential operators on b0 and therefore also bn U.

Then it follows from Lemma 26 that

II (« - A(u'))F = 0 (u E U)

and
(o - A(v))F = 0 (vE I).

Let Hx, ■ ■ ■ , Hi be a base for bo over R and let (tx, • • • , ti) denote the cor-

responding Cartesian coordinates in bo- Then d< = H{ and if

i'i(r) = II (r - sA(Hi)),
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it is obvious that Pi(dl)F = Pi(Hl)F = 0 (l£i£l). Moreover sA(H{) (sEW)

are exactly the roots of the polynomial P»(f). Hence it follows from the

corollary to Lemma 27 that

F = pie*y + • • • + pre*'

where pi, • • • , pr are polynomial functions and Xi, • • • , Xr linear functions

on fi. We may assume that Xi, • • • , Xr are all distinct and p.^O (1 ^i^r). It

is obvious that uex=\(u)ex («GU) for any linear function X on fi. Hence if

vEJ,
r

0 = (v - A(v))F = Y Pi&
i-l

where pi = (Xi(v) —A(v))pi+qi and q, is a polynomial of lower degree than

pi. But the exponentials of distinct linear functions are known to be linearly

independent over the ring of polynomial functions (see Lemma 41 of [6(b)]).

Therefore pi =0 and so

\i(v) = A(v) (1 = i = r).

This being true for every vEJ, it follows from Theorem 5 of [6(b)] that

Xi = s,A for some SiEW. Now let IFa be the subgroup consisting of those ele-

ments sEW for which sA = A. Let N be the order of IFa -We shall prove that

the degree of each p, is smaller than N. For otherwise suppose the degree of

pi is «i and ni'SzN. It is easily seen that we can choose an element HoEfo

such that A(H0)^sA(H0) (sEW) unless sEW^. and the degree of the poly-

nomial p(t) =pi(tHo) in t is «i. Put f(t) = F(tH0). Then/is an analytic function

defined on some open interval I'm R containing the origin. On the other hand,

considering H0 as a differential operator on U, we have the relation

f(iH0,   II (Bo - sA(Ho))) = 0 (tE I).

From this it follows immediately that

II (d - sA(H0))f = 0
sGw

where d=d/dt. Put pi (t) =pi(tH0) and X,' =MH0). Then

f(t) = Ypi(De^.
i-l

Since Xi, • • • , X/ are all distinct ex (, • • • , eM are linearly independent

over the field of rational functions of t (Lemma 41 of [6(b) ]). Moreover as we

have seen X/, • • • , X/ are roots of the polynomial

II (f - ,A(£To))
a€zW
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all whose roots are of multiplicity N. Therefore it follows from Lemma 27

that the degree of p(t) =pi (t) cannot exceed N—1. This contradiction proves

our assertion.

We know from Lemma 7 that every element in A can be written in the

form a exp H where a lies in the center of MC\K and H£bo- Let t)x denote a

nonempty open connected subset of b0 such that a exp HEKA for all .ff£bi.

Since A' is dense in A (Lemma 8), we can choose an element i?o£bi such that

a exp Ho = hoEA'. Moreover a being in the center of MC\K, it is obvious that

| d-(a exp H) I1'2 =   | <f_(exp H) I1'2 = eA_(#)

if H is sufficiently near H0 in bi. (Here e= ±1 and it is independent of H.)

Hence if we apply the principle of analytic continuation to the function

A_(H)r(a exp H) on bi we obtain the following theorem from our result

above.

Theorem 4. Let T9±0 be an invariant analytic function on XM. Suppose r

is an eigenfunction of the operator 8(z) for every zES- Then there exists a linear

function A on b such that 8(z)t =A(y(z))t (zES) and A is unique up to an

operation of W. If a is any point in the center of Mf~\K and \)i a connected com-

ponent of the set vb„ of all points HE1)ofor which d+(a exp H) 9±0, we can select

for each sEW a polynomial function p, on \) such that

A-(H)r(a exp H) =  | d+(a exp H) l'1'2 E p.(H)e^B>      (H £ bi).

Let Wi. be the subgroup consisting of those elements sEW for which sA=A.

Then under the assumption that p„=p, (sEW, aEWti), the polynomial func-

tions p, are uniquely determined and their degrees are smaller than the order of

The above formula is very similar to the one obtained by Weyl [14(a)]

for the character of an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of G.

Actually it is possible to improve our result in two ways. First of all we have

not yet made full use of the differential equations va=A(v)a (vEI) of Lemma

26. Secondly the fact that r defines an analytic function on \<4 (and not merely

on A') allows us to obtain a little more information about A and p,. We shall

however not pursue this matter here further.

10. An important special case. In this section we shall make the following

two additional assumptions. (1) boCfo and (2) G has a faithful finite-dimen-

sional representation. Then G can be imbedded in a complex analytic group

Gc with the Lie algebra g in such a way that the (real) analytic subgroup of

Gc corresponding to g0 coincides with G. In this case K is compact, A+ = {1}

and M = K. Moreover if A0 is the connected component of 1 in A, A0 is a

maximal connected abelian subgroup of K. But K being compact, this im-

plies [12] that Ao is maximal abelian in K and therefore A=A0. Hence A
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is connected. Moreover in this case there are no roots in the set P+ so that

P = P0UP_.
Let u = fo+( — l)1/2po and let U be the (real) analytic subgroup of Ge cor-

responding to it. Then U is compact and K = GC\U (see Cartan [1(a)] and

Mostow [10]). As before let IF denote the Weyl group of g with respect to fi.

For each sEW we can choose an element uEU such that Ad (u)H = sH

(HEfo and therefore if we put h' = uhu~l (h EA), h-^h' defines an automorph-

ism of A. For any function f on A we denote by f (sEW) the function

h-^Kh-'1) (hEA).
For each root a we have the character £„ of A given by £a (exp H) = ea(H)

(HEfo)- As before (see §7) let Fand oS be the additive and the multiplicative

groups generated by a and £« respectively (aEP). Then the mapping a—>£„

(aEP) can be extended (uniquely) to a homomorphism X—»£x Q*-EF) of F

into oS. It is clear that if XGF and sE W, s\ also lies in F. On the other hand

if p = 2-1 Y«EP a and sa is the Weyl reflexion corresponding to the root a,

it is known (see Weyl [14(b)]) that sap=p — ka where k is an integer. Hence

Sap—pEF and from this it follows immediately that sp—pEFior every s EW.

Put £,=£„>-, and

a' = n (i - C).
a(EP

Then

A'(exp H) = TJ (1 - e~aCH)) - A(H)e~"^ (H E fo)
«£p

if A(H) is defined as in §8. Therefore (see Weyl [14(b)])

A' - Z •(*)*.

and

(A')* = •«£1A' (s E W).

As usual let I°°(U) denote the space of invariant functions in C(U). Also

we may regard elements of 33 as differential operators on U.

Lemma 29. For anyfECm(A) there exists a unique function (p/EI'x(U) such

that

A'(k)4>,(h) = Y <s)Uh)f'(h) (h E A).
,GlF

Moreover for any JG93 we can select a finite set of elements Oi, • ■ • , arGU such

that

sup | bd>f |   ^ sup | aif |  + • • • + sup | aTf \

for every fECx(A).
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Since U is compact, U= Uugc/ uAw1 ar.d the uniqueness of <p} is obvious.

So only the existence requires proof. Let 0 denote the set of all characters of

A. Put

ce(f) =   f e(k-i)f(h)dk (f E C»(A), 8E@),

the Haar measure dh on A being so normalized that J a dh = l. Let A« denote

the linear function on h such that 0(exp H) =e^n> (#£fo0). Then if we agree

to regard a linear function on b as a homomorphism of U into C (see §§8 and

9), it is clear that a8=Ae(a)0 (a£U). Choose a base Hi, ■ ■ ■ , Hi for bo over

R such that exp (tiHi-\- ■ ■ ■ -\-tiHi) = 1 in A if and only if ti, • ■ ■ , ti are all

integers and put a0= {1 — (47r2)-1(-^i+ " ■ • +Hf)}kEVL where k is any

integer greater than 1/2. Then Ae(Hi) = ( — l)1/22irwj where n, (i=l, • ■ ■ , I)

are integers and therefore A«(ao) = (l+«?+ ■ • • + w2)*. Hence if M denotes

the sum of the convergent series

E     a + «i + • • • + 4-<w,/2
—oo<nj, • • • ,nj<oo

it is obvious that

E  I ct(f) |   =   E A^ao)-1!  f fl(*-i)/(A, o0)i*
see «G8 U^

^ Msup | a0/| (/£C%4)).

This proves that the series E«G® C»(/)#W is absolutely convergent on .4.

Moreover as is well known, it converges to/ uniformly on A. Hence

E <s)Uh)f'(h) =   E c,(f) E ««{.(*)*'(*) (h £ 4).

For every root aEP, put i?a= [-^a, -X_a]. We may suppose that Xa, X-a

are so normalized that a(Ha) =2. Now define de as follows:

^_nA,(fl.) + ,(g.) (9ge)
«GP P(^a)

Here «»= 1 if the right side (which is always real) is positive and — 1 other-

wise. Then it is known (see Weyl [14(b)]) that

V-   rs     un   ion l*eXe(exp H)A(H) if de 9± 0,

,ew lO if de = 0

for all .H£bo- Here xe is the character of an irreducible representation of U of

degree de. Since A'(exp H) =e-"OI)A(H) (i?£b0), it follows that

E <s)Uh)f'(h) =  E Ce(f)A'(h)eeXe(h) (h £ A)
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if we agree to set x«= 0 when de = 0. Now consider the series

Y <ice(f)x>(u) (u E U)

on U. We claim this series converges to a function in CX(U). Let Xi, • • • , Xr

Gu (r^O) and consider the series

Y «#C|(/)X»(«. *l*2 • • • Xr).
•68

For any 6 for which de?±0 let as denote the irreducible unitary representation

of U on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space V corresponding to the character

Xe- We denote the corresponding representations of g and 33 also by at. Then

| Xe(u, Xi • • • Xr) |   =  | sp (c-e(u)a,(Xi ■ ■ ■ Xr)) I (uEU).

Now for any linear transformation T on V, let T* denote the adjoint of T

and put ||F|| = {sp (TT*)}1/2. Then | sp (FiF2)| ^|[F1||||F2|| for any two linear

transformations Fi and T2 and therefore

| X»(U, XiX2 ■••Xr)\    =  d,P,(Xx ■ ■  ■  Xr)\\

since ||<r«(«)|| = de. On the other hand if XEu, —ae(X) is the adjoint of ae(X)

and therefore

||«r,(AV-- Xr)||2 = spff,(i)

where b = ( — l)r(XTXr-i ■ ■ ■ ̂ ^(XiXii • • • Xr). On the other hand we can

choose ZiG,3 such that b can be written in the form

b = zi + Y [bi, bi ]
i-l

where bit bi G93 (see Lemma 39 of [6(b)]). Then sp <ri(b) =sp o-«(zi). But in

view of the above formula for xe, it is clear that the highest weight of os must

be of the form sAj —p where sGIF and A/ =Ae+p. Therefore if z = l+zi, it

follows (see [6(b), p. 73]) that

\\<re(Xi ■ ■ ■ Xr)\\  = 1 + \\<re(Xi ■ ■ ■ Xr)\\2 = 1 + sp c,(zi) = 1 + d,A{ (y(zi))

£d,A,'(y(z))

where y is defined as in §8. This shows that

\Xe(u, Xi- •• Xr)\   = d]Ae'((yz))

which remains true also if de = 0 since then x« = 0. On the other hand

d) = Ae'(a)

where a= { J[aGP p(Ha) }~2 Jl„GP H2aEU. Therefore
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\xe(u,Xx---Xr)\   = A,'(ay(z))

and

E  I *tc,(J)xt(u, Xx • • • Xr) |  £ E I c,(f)Al(ay(z)) \ .

Let X denote the automorphism of U over C given by X(i/) = H+p(H) (HEb).

Then if a'=X(a7(z)), it is clear that

a'6 = M (ay(z))0 (0 £ 6).

Hence

ce(f)Ai (ay(z)) =  f 6(h, a'^hr^dh =   f O^^h, a')dh
J A J A

and therefore if a" =aoa',

E  I «»ci(/)x»(«. *i • • • Xr) | ^ E I f 0(h-x)f(h, a')dh   = M sup | a"f\
»G8 «Gel«'

by our earlier result. Now if we introduce in C°°(U) the topology which is usual

in the theory of distributions (see Schwartz [ll, p. 68]), it becomes a com-

plete locally convex space and the above result shows that E«G» e«c«(/)x«

converges in C°°( U) to some element <pf. This implies in particular the uniform

convergence of E»Ge uce(f)bx» on U to b<pf (b £23). Taking b = 1 we see that

E»G© €»c»(/)x» converges to </>/ uniformly on U. Therefore since the functions

X« are all invariant, the same holds for 0/ and so <j>fEIx(U). Moreover

A'(k)4>f(k) = E ce(f)teA'(h)x,(h)
»Ge

= E «(*)«.(*)/'(*) (* G 4).
sGTT

Finally it follows from the inequality obtained above that

sup | b<pf |   ^ M sup | a"f |

where 6 = XxX2 ■ • • Xr. Since every element in 23 can be written as a linear

combination of such elements b, the last statement of the lemma is now

obvious.

Corollary 1. Suppose f is a finite linear combination of elements in &

andf'=f (5£IF). Then there exists an invariant analytic function <pon U which

coincides with f on A.

For c»(f) being zero for all BE® except a finite number,

4>f =  E Ce(f)eexe
»Ge
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is a finite linear combination of irreducible characters of U and so it is

analytic. Now since/*=/ (sEW),

Y *mr = fY «(*)*. = /a'-
«Gw sGw

Hence A'(h)(f(h) —<p/(h)) =0 (hEA). But since/ and </>/ are both continuous

we can conclude that f(h) — <p/(h) =0 (hEA).

Now introduce on C(A) and CX(K) the topologies used in the theory of

distributions (see Schwartz [ll, p. 66]). Obviously IX(K) is closed in CX(K).

Corollary 2. For any fEC°°(A) there exists a unique function FfEIx(K)

such that

A'(h)Ff(h) = Y <s)h (h)f'(h) (h E A).
»Ew

Moreover f—*Ff is a continuous linear mapping of CK(A) into IX(K).

The uniqueness of Fy follows from the fact that K = LUgx kAkr1. On the

other hand the restriction on K of the function <j>/ of Lemma 29 obviously

satisfies the required conditions for Fs. The linearity of the mapping follows

from the uniqueness of Ft and the continuity from the last statement of

Lemma 29.

Corollary 3. Suppose f is a finite linear combination of elements in 0 and

/*=/ (sEW-). Then there exists an invariant analytic function on K which

coincides with f on A.

Since K is compact and connected, it is obvious that the method of proof

of Lemma 29 is applicable to the pair (K, A) instead of (U, A). The required

result therefore follows from the Corollary 1 above.

Now in the present case M = K and q = p. Hence 3E being the subalgebra

of 33 generated by (1, t), 9ft = J. Let r be the number of roots in P0. Then

dim p = 2r since (Xa, X-a)a£zPfl is a base for p over C. Consider the poly-

nomial

Y    {t-(2-h-C)}= t-   O-it'1 +■■■  + (-l)"o-r

in the indeterminate t. (<n, • • • , aT are functions on A.) If sGIF_ and BEPo,

it is clear that either sB or —sB is in P0. Therefore it is obvious that a\ = ai

(sGIF_, 1 Si^r). Hence from Corollary 3 to Lemma 29 we can extend <n to

an invariant analytic function on K. We denote this extension again by o\-.

Let S(k) denote the restriction of (Ad (k)-I)(Ad (k~l)-T) (kEK) on p.

(Here / is the identity mapping of g.) Then if we define d+(k) as in §5, we

have the following result.

Lemma 30. ar(k) =d+(k) and
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(S(k)y - o-x(k)(S(k))'~1 + • • • + (-iy<rr(k)Ia = 0        (kEK)

where Ip is the identity mapping of p.

Since K = U*£=k kAk~\ it is obviously enough to prove these relations on

A. But if hEA, the eigenvalues of the restriction of Ad (h) on p are obviously

£p(h) and |/j(A_1) (j8£Po)- Hence every eigenvalue of S(h) is of the form

(&(A) - IX^A-1) - 1) = 2 - fc(A) - fc(A)-* (/3 £ P0).

Therefore if we replace t by 5(A) in the polynomial

II   U - (2 - fc(A) - &(A)-i)} = F - <n(A)r-' + • • • + (-l)'<rr(A)
/3Gp0

we get zero (provided the last term is interpreted as ar(h)Ip). Moreover

*r(h) -   II (2 - &(A) - &(A)-i)
?Gp0

=   II  (&(A) - l)Cfo(A)-1 - 1) = d+(h)
/3Gi>„

and so the lemma is proved. We note that d+ is never negative on A and hence

also never on K.

LetXi, • • • , Xn. be a base for g over C and put g<y = B (X,, X,) (l^i,j^n)

(see §2 for the definition of the bilinear form B(X, Y) on g). Then since g

is semisimple, the matrix (g</)i£<,y£» is nonsingular. Let (g'')i§»./£n denote its

inverse. Put w = Ei£>.i£» gijXiXj. Then it is well known that co is independent

of the choice of the base used in its definition and it lies in 3- In particular if

(Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xm) is a base for f and (Xm+i, ■ ■ • , Xn) a base for p, co = cok+co+

where

«k =     E    gijXiXi,
lSl, J^TO

and

«+ =     E    g"XiXi-

Since w* = co (A£i£), it follows easily that cok = o}k and w+ =w+. Hence o)K lies

in the center Sk of 36. We shall call a and «« the Casimir operators of g and

t respectively. Let us now use the notation of §5.

Lemma 31. There exists an analytic mapping yu of K into O X 36 such that

r*(7.(A)) = d+(k)w (k E K).

Put

T(k) = (-1)-1{(5(*))-1 - <rx(k)(S(k)y-2 + ■■■ + (-ly-'o-r-iWh}

where S(k) is defined as in Lemma 30. Then
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S(k)T(k) = T(k)S(k) = d+(k)I9 (k E K).

If Xi, ■ • ■ , Xq is a base for p, it is clear that

*>+=   Y  r'XiXi

where (g^i^ij^q is the inverse of the matrix ga = B(Xi, Xj) 1 ̂ i, j^q. Now

k being a fixed element in K, suppose S', T' are two linear transformations on

p which commute with the restriction of Ad (k) on p. Put Yi = S'Xi, Zi=T'Xi,

Xi=* Y"i-i gijXj, Y^S'X* and Z<= T'X* (1 =i^g). It is obvious that

X =Y B(X, Xi)X>
i=l

for any XEp and therefore

Ad (k)X = Y #(Ad (k)X, XJX* =  Y B(X, Ad (fr^X^XK
»«i i—i

Hence

Ad (k)Yi = S' Ad (k)Xi = Y B(Xu Ad (k~l)Xj)S'X>'
i-l

and

Y (Ad (k)Y,)Z< = Y (S'X'-)(T'Xi)B(Xi, Ad (A"1)*,)

= X(^'^)')(F'Ad(^1)Z,) = Y Y'(Ad(k~l)Zi).
i i

This proves that

Y   g"'(Ad (k)Yi)Zt =     Y   rYt(Ad (k-i)Z,)

and therefore

Y    gii[Ad(k)Yi,Zi]=     Y    r''[Fi, Ad (k-*)Z,].

Now put T'(k)=Ad (k~l)T(k)-T(k), Xi(k) = T(k)Xi and X'j(k) = T'(k)Xj
1 :§/ ^ g. Then

£    g'T^XiZX*) X 1)
l^i.i&q

= Erj'(Ad (^)Xi - Xx)(T'(k)X/) + Y gij[Xi, T'(k)X;]
i,i i,i

= YrXi{(M(k)-i)r(k)x,} + Yr[Xi, rwx,].
i.i i,i

But (Ad (k) -T)T'(k)=S(k)T(k) =d+(k)Iv. So if we put
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*<*) =-Z     Z    g'KXiXm + Xj(k)Xi),
2   lSi.i^a

it is clear that

r»(A(A) X 1) = d+(h)u>+ + E gij[X<, 27(A)] - — Ei'lVlX,, X,(A)] X 1).

Put F(A) = E..y gij[Xi, Xj(k)] and F'(A) = E>.y «''[*.-, */'(A)]- It follows
from our remarks above that r*( Y(k) X 1) = Ad (A"1) F(A) - F(A) =0. More-

over F'(A)£[p, p]Cf. Hence if we set

7-(A) = b(k) X 1 + d+(A)(l X cox) - 1 X Y'(k),

YK(yu(k))=d+(k)w. This proves the lemma.

On the other hand *K being the open submanifold of K consisting of those

points A for which d+(k) 9*0, we have a differential operator 8(u) defined on

''K (see §5). It follows from the definition of 8(a) that

d+(k)Sh(w) = d+(k)uK -Y'(k) (kE yK).

This means that there exists an analytic differential operator D on K which

coincides with d+8(<jj) on XK.

Lemma 32. Let D* denote the adjoint of D. Then iffEI°°(K), Df=D*f.

In view of the corollary to Lemma 8, it is enough to show that Df and D*f

coincide on K' = K(~\G'. Hence, as we have seen during the proof of Theorem

1, it is sufficient to prove that

f g(k)f(k,D)dk =  f g(k, D)f(k)dk

for every gEI'(K'). (Here dk is the Haar measure on K.) But since D is an

invariant operator, Df and Dg are invariant functions. Hence (see Weyl

[14(a)])

f g(k)f(k, D)dk =  f | i_(A) | g(h)f(h, D)dh

and

f g(k, D)f(k)dk =  f | d.(k) | g(h, D)f(h)dh
J K JA

if dk is suitably normalized. On the other hand since d+= \d+\, we can con-

clude from Theorem 2 and the corollary to Lemma 25 that if A£^4',

| d.(h) | /(A, D) = /(A, D')

where D' denotes the differential operator | d\ ll2y(u>) o | d\ll2 on A'. Moreover
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(y(o)))*=y(<a*)=y(u) from Lemma 20 and so D' coincides with its adjoint

on A'. Hence

f g(k)f(k, D)dk =  f g(k)f(h, D')dk =  f g(h, D')f(h)dh

=  f g(k, D)f(k)dk.
J K

Let 7'(w) denote the image of 7(w) under the automorphism of U which

maps H on H+p(H) (HEfo.

Lemma 33. Define the mapping f—*Ff of CX(A) into IX(K) as in Corollary 2

to Lemma 29.. Then

DF,= d+FrMf (feC"(A)).

It would be sufficient to prove that DFS and d+Fy'^f coincide on A'. Let

g denote the restriction of Fj on A'. Then

g(h) = A'(A)-i Y <s)Uh)f'(h) (h E A')

and it follows from Theorem 2 and the corollary to Lemma 25 that DF/ coin-

cides on A' with D'g whereD' =d+\ d\ ~ll2y(o)) o | d\1/2. Let H0 be any point in

fio such that h0 = exp HoEA' and let Fbe an open connected neighborhood of

Ho in fio such that exp HEA' for all HE V. Put

g'(H) = Y e(s)e"-Wf(exp H) (H E V).
tGw

Then g(exp H)A(H) =g'(H) (HEV) where A(H) is defined as in §8. Hence

it is obvious that

S(exp H, D') = d+(exp H)A(H)~Y(H, y(w)) (H E V)

ii we regard 7(w) as a differential operator on V. On the other hand if f',(H)

= e'eWf>(exp H) (HEfo) it is clear that

fi(H, y(o,)) =/i'(s-i/7,7(«))

since y(w) is an invariant of IF. Furthermore

// (H, y(«)) = e>wf(H, y'(a)) (H E fo)

where f'(H) =/(exp H). Hence

g'(H, y(u)) = Y *(s)e->Wf'(s-iH, 7'(co))
iEf

= Y «(s)e"(S)/o(exp H) (HEV)
$Gw

where /0 = y'(o)f and therefore
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g(exp H, D') = d+(exp H)FyM/(exp H) (H £ V).

This proves that DF; coincides with d+Fy'M/ on some neighborhood of A0 in

A'. Since A0 is an arbitrary point of A' our assertion follows.

Let r be a distribution on K. Then by Corollary 2 to Lemma 29, the map-

ping <£:/—>r(d+F/) (fECx(A)) is a distribution on A. The following theorem

contains the main result of the present section.

Theorem 5. Suppose there exists a complex number c such that Dr = cd+r.

Then <£ coincides with an analytic function on A.

If f EC*(A), Dr(Ff) =t(DF,) =<t>(y'(a)f) from Lemmas 32 and 33. But
Dr(Ff) =cr(d+Fj) = £#(/). Hence

*(V(«)/) = cHf) (JEC«(A)).

Now let Hi, • ■ ■ , Hi be a base for b0 over R such that B(Hi, Hf) = — 8*,-

1 ^i, jt%l. Then if we normalize Xa, X_a (aEP) in such a way that B(Xa,

X-a) = 1, it is clear that

co — (h\ + • • • +H2t) + E (XaX-a + X-aXa).
aGP

Hence

co =■ - (Hl+ ■■ ■ +H*i) + E Ha mod E 23*a
«€p oGp

where Ha= [Xa, X_a]. This proves (see Lemma 18) that

7'(co) = - (H\ + • • • + H\) + 2ffp

where Hp = 2-1E«GP Ha is characterized by the property that B(HP, H)

= p(H) (HE1)). Put

□ = H\ + • • • + H\ + 2#„.

Then it is clear that $ satisfies the differential equation

(□ + c)* = 0.

Since the operator □ is obviously of the elliptic type (see Garding [3]) it

follows [l 1; 8 ] that $ is an analytic function on A.

We shall give an application of this theorem in §12.

11. Application to representations. We shall now apply the preceding

theory to the problem of determining the characters of irreducible represen-

tations of G. Let 7t be a representation of G on a Hilbert space ^ and let V

be the Garding subspace of § (see [6(c), p. 201 ]). We denote by Q the set of

all equivalence classes of finite-dimensional irreducible representations of K

and by £>s> (£)£fi) the subspace consisting of those elements in § which
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transform under ir(K) according to 3). Let 7To denote the representation of 93

on V corresponding to w [6(c), p. 201 ] and /, 70 the identity mappings of £

and V respectively. We shall say that ir is quasi-simple if there exist(10)

(1) a homomorphism rjT of Z into the multiplicative group of complex

numbers such that 7r(f) =riT(£)I ($EZ),

(2) a homomorphism Xx of 3 into C such that 7r0(z) = x*(z)Io (zE3)< and

(3) an integer N such that dim ^>^Nd(^))2 ior all 3)GO. (d(®) is the

degree of any representation in £).)

nT and Xt respectively are called the central and the infinitesimal charac-

ters of ir. Let Q he a bounded linear transformation on §. We say that Q is

summable if there exists a complete orthonormal set (^y)yg/ in § and a regu-

lar operator^ such that(n) Y*.S&J I Wi, AQA-hj/,^ <<». One knows [6(d),
Lemma l] that if Q is summable and A, B are bounded linear operators

AQB is of the trace class and sp AQB =sp BAQ = sp QBA. Hence in particu-

lar if A is regular sp AQA~l = sp Q. Now ir being quasi-simple, consider the

operator

Qf=  f f(x)r(x)dx
J a

where dx is the Haar measure on G and/GC"(G). We know [6(e), §2] that

Qf is summable and the mapping TT:f—>sp Qf (/GG"(G)) is a distribution on

G. TT is called the character of ir.

Let yG he the set of quasi-regular elements in G (see §3). In view of the

corollary to Lemma 12, SG may be considered as an open submanifold of G.

Our next object is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Let ir be a quasi-simple representation of G on § and let TT

be the character of ir. Then TT coincides with an analytic function on yG.

Since TT is an invariant distribution on G (see [6(d)]), it coincides in the

neighborhood of a point xEsG with an analytic function if and only if the

same property holds at yxy~x (yEG). Hence, in view of Lemma 11, it is

enough to prove this statement when xExA =ACYG in the notation of §5.

Let dm denote the Haar measure on M.

Lemma 34. IffEC"(GXyM) the operator

/f(x, m)ir(xmx~l)dxdm
ox*m

is summable. Moreover if ST(f) denotes its trace, the mapping

(10) Actually these conditions can be relaxed considerably without affecting our subsequent

arguments. But it is hardly worthwhile to do so since they are already weak enough to be

satisfied in all cases which are of interest to us.

(") As usual {<j>, ^) denotes the scalar product of two elements <t> and ^ in $ and \<t>\ the

norm of <t>.
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Sx:f->Sw(f) (fEC7(GXxM))

is a distribution on GX^M.

We can regard G X M as a Lie group and 33 X TI the enveloping algebra

of the complexification of its Lie algebra. Then GXyM is an open invariant

subset of GXM. For any b£23, let D'(b) denote the differential operator on

GXXM defined as follows. The local expression (D'(b))x,m of D'(b) at (x, m)

EGXyM is given by

(D'(b))x,m = d+(m)-'yh(m)

in the notation of Lemma 16. Since m—*y0(m) is an analytic mapping, it is

clear that D'(b) is in fact an analytic differential operator on GXyM. On the

other hand the mapping b-+D'(b) is linear and for any given b£23, we can

find a finite set of linearly independent elements bx, • • • , £#£33 such that

Ad (x_1)b = ax(x)bx + • • • + aN(x)bt/

where oi, • • • , cat are analytic functions on G- Hence

(D'(bx-l))x,m=X"i(x)(D'(bi))x,m
i-i

and therefore there exists an analytic differential operator D(b) on GXvAf

such that (D(b))x,m=(D'(bx~1))x,m (x£G, mEyM). The operator D(b) has

the following significance. <j> being any function in C°°(G), consider the

integral

f /(*, m)4>(xmx-1)dxdm (f £ dt(G X XM)).

Put $(x, m) =<p(xmx~1) (x£G, mEyM). Then, as we have seen in §5,

Hx, b; m, v) = <j>(xmx-\ Ad (x)(Ym(b X »))

for b£83 and vETl. Hence it is obvious that

$(x, m, Dx,m(b)) = <t>(xmx-\ b) (b £ 33)

and therefore

I   f(x, m)ij>(xmx~l, b)dxdm =  I  f(x, m, (Dif)))*)<^(xmx~1)dxdm

where (D(b))* is the adjoint of D(b).

Now in order to prove the summability of the operator

Q, = f /(*, mMxmx-^dxdm (f E C?(G X yM))
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we proceed as follows. We can choose a homomorphism v oi K into C such

that 77 coincides with ijT on a subgroup Z0 oi Z oi finite index (see [6(d),

p. 239]). Then the factor group ^K = K/Zo is compact and we can define a

representation if oi K on § by setting

""(*) = i?(w_1)ir(w) (u E K)

where u—>u is the natural mapping of K on ^. Since K is compact, if is

equivalent to a unitary representation. Hence in view of our definition of

summability, it is sufficient to consider the case when if is unitary and there-

fore the spaces ^>s> (£>Gfl) are mutually orthogonal (see [6(d), p. 244]). For

any <t>ECx(G) define <f>(b, x) =<f>(x, Ad (*->)*) (xEG, &G93) and let 0, be the
set of those 3) G^ for which §j) 7^ {0}. Then the following facts are known

(see the proof of Lemma 3 of [6(d)]). If z is an element lying in the center

3k of H, there exist, for each SDG^r, two complex numbers Mi(35, z), m2(£), Z)

with the following property. If ypiE&&u ̂ 2G&D2 (35i, 37>2Gfii) and <t>(x)
= (ypi,-r(x)h) (xGG), then

0(8, X) = Mi(2)l, *)*(*),      </>(*, z) = «(x)mj(S)s,z)        (x GG).

Moreover it is possible to choose z%, ZiE3x sucn that the numbers Mi(35, Zi),

m2(£), z2) (2)GQi) are all real and positive and

d(®)2 d(®)2
Y   —77—T < °°. Y  r—-—- < <*>.

»£», Mi(S), zi) nen, »2(D, z2)

Now let (ypi)i£j be a complete orthonormal base for § which is composed

of bases for the various !&£, (!DGBx). Let /(J)) denote the set of those jEJ

ior which ypjE!j?$>- Then

Y   I (h, Qf4>i) I  =   Y     I  /(*. m)<t>a(xmx-*)dxdm
i.iEJ i,H=J\J'

where </>>y(x) = (^.-, ir(x)yj/,) (xEG). On the other hand if iG-7(£)i) and jEJ(T)2),

<f>i,(x, (Ad (ar^zOzs) = </>.-,(zi, x, z2) = Mi(®i, zi)m2(3)2, z2)<t>a(x).

Moreover we can find elements 61, • • • , 6rG33 such that

(Ad (ar1)zi)z2 = ai(*)6i + • • • + ar(x)br (x E G)

where a\, ■ ■ ■ , ar are analytic functions on G. Therefore in view of what

we have seen above, it is obvious that there exists a differential operator D

on GxWsuch that

I   f(x, m, D)4>(xmx-1)dxdm =  I  f(x, m)$(xmx~l, (Ad (xm~1x~1)zi)z2)dxdm

for all f EC" (GXyM) and <t>EC°°(G). On the other hand, we can find compact
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sets «i, co2 in G and vAf respectively such that a given/ is zero outside coiXco2.

Let co be the image of coiXco2 in G under the mapping (x, m)—>xwx-1. Then co

is compact and there exists a number p such that 17r(x) | ^p for x£co. Then

it is clear that

/If, .f(x, m, D)<t>a(xmx~1)dxdm   2£ u I   | f(x, m, D) \ dxdm

and therefore

«   i , C , i ^        d(®x)2      d(®2)2

.•.;Gj •/ c^Go, »l(S)l, Zi) w2(£)2, z2)

since dim §s^iV(/(2))2 (£)£flT). The series on the right being convergent,

this proves that Qj is summable. Moreover the above result shows that for

any compact set co' in GX^M, there exists a real number p' such that

I SP Qf I   =^ m' I   | /(*> w, Z>) I dxdm

where/ is any function in C"(GX*Af) which vanishes outside co'. Therefore

the mapping/—>sp Qf is a distribution and the lemma is proved.

Now suppose aEC"(G) and /?£C"(,Af). We denote by aX& the function

fin C"(GX"M) given by/(x, m)=a(x)$(m) (x£G, mE'M).

Lemma 35. FAere exists a distribution tx on W such that

Sx(a XP) = (f a(x)dx\rM (a £ C"(G), |8 £ C?(\Jf)).

Let X(y)a (y£G) denote the function x—»a(y_1x) (x£G). Similarly if <r is

a distribution on G, we denote by \(y)a the distribution a^cr(X(y~1)a)

(aEC~(G)). Let /3 be a fixed element in C'CM). Then it is obvious that the

mapping

op'.a —* Sx (a X P)

is a distribution on G. Moreover if

Qa =  f a(x)fi(m)ic(xmx~1)dxdm,

it is clear that

£>X(,,)«   =   ir(v)C«T(y-1).

Therefore since ()a is summable,

cr/j(a) = sp Qa = sp Qx(»)« = o-0(\(y)a).
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This shows that \(y)a^ = a^ (yEG). On the other hand we have the following

lemma.

Lemma 36. Let a be a distribution on G such that X(x)o-=<r for all xEG.

Then there exists a complex number c such that

<r(a) = c I  a(x)dx
J G

for every aEC"(G).

Assuming this for a moment, we can prove Lemma 35 as follows. Put

I(a)=fca (x)dx (aEC"(G)) and select a function aa in C™(G) for which

I(a0) = 1. Then it follows from Lemma 36 that

*f(a) = <r,(«o)J(«) (a E C?(G)).

But the mapping 8—ra$(ao) =S*(aaXB) is obviously a distribution on SM.

Hence if we denote it by rx,

ST(a X8)= I(«)r,(j9)

which proves our assertion.

Now in order to prove Lemma 36, we make use of the theory of right-

invariant differential forms on G (see Chevalley [2]). For each XE&o, we

denote by X' the right-invariant differential operator defined by

a(x, X') =  {— a(exp (-tX)x)\ (xEG,aE C"(G)).
\dl ) t=a

n being the dimension of G, let w denote the invariant differential form of

degree n corresponding to the Haar measure dx. Then

fau = I(a) («GCT(G)).
J a

Now suppose 1(a) =0. Then by the de Rham Theorem for forms with com-

pact support, there exists a differential form f of degree n — 1 and class C°°

with compact support such that aw = d£. Let Wi, • • ■ , co„ be a base for right-

invariant forms of degree 1. We may assume that u=ui/\u2/\ ■ ■ ■ /\o>n

where A denotes exterior product. Let (Xu • • ■ , Xn) be a base for g0 over

R such that w,(Z/) = 5iy (1 £i, j£n). Then

n

f = Y Wfc
»-i

where ^iEC"(G) and n,=wiAw2A • ■ • A<3*A ■ ■ ■ A«„, the circumflex sig-

nifying the deletion of the factor w,- from the product. Then
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n n

two = dS = E dSi A G< + E ft***.
»-i t=i

But cffl, = 0 for otherwise co would be the derivative of a right-invariant differ-

ential form and this is known to be impossible (see Koszul [9, Theorem 9. 2]).

On the other hand

dSi = E (*/f.K
»-i

and therefore

««= |ib(-i)'-iwi}«.
This shows that

«=   JK-D'-'XiS,:
i-l

Hence in order to prove that 1(a) =0 implies <r(a)=0. (aECc"(G)), it is

sufficient to verify that <r(X'a) =0 for every X£g0 and aECc(G). Put

at(x) = a(exp (-tX)x) (xEG, I E R).

Then if b £23,

at(x, b) = a(exp ( — tX)x,b)

and from this it follows that if a' = X'a, t~l {at(x, b) —a(x, b)} converges uni-

formly on G to a'(x, b) as t tends to zero. This implies that

1
o-(a') =  Lim — (a(at) - <r(a)) = 0

(-0     t

since a<=X(exp tX)a. Hence a (X'a) =0 and our assertion is proved.

Select a function aoECc(G) such that I(a0) = l. Then if aECc (G) and

a' =a — I(a)a0, I(a') =0. Hence a(a') =0 and therefore a(a) =a(ao)I(a). This

proves the lemma.

Lemma 37. The distribution t, on SM is an invariant distribution.

It is obvious that if aEC"(G), PECfCM) and mEM,

Sx(a X Pm) = Sr(a'' X ft)

where a'(x) =a(xm~l) (x£G). Hence if we choose a such that Jg a(x)dx = l,

TT($™) = S*(a X IS") = Sx(a' X 0) = rr(j8)

and this shows that r, is invariant.
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Define the differential operator 8(z) (zG.3) on yM as in Theorem 1.

Lemma 38. 5(z)r, = xAz)tt (zE3) where X* is the infinitesimal character of

ir.

We use the notation of the proof of Lemma 34. Let E® denote the canoni-

cal projection [6(c), p. 225] of £>on JpD (£)Gftx).Thenif<fe)(x) =sp (E%>it(x)Ex>)

(xEG) it is obvious from Lemma 34 that

Q(a, 8) = f a(x)8(m)n(xmx-^)dxdm (a E C?(G), 8 E C*QM))

is of the trace class and therefore (see [6(d), §2])

sp Q(a, fi) =   Y    I  <x(z)8(m)<fo(xmx~v)dxdm.
H6ar J

Also we know (see Lemmas 32 and 34 of [6(c)]) that #$ is an analytic func-

tion on G and

<h>(x, z) = Xt(z)*©(«) (xEG,zE 3)-

Put <i>2)(x; m) =^s(mr1) (xEG, mE^M). Then if &G33 and »<G9ft, we have

seen in §5 that

$s,(x, b; m, v) = ^(xmxr1, Ad (x)(Tm(b X v))).

On the other hand if z is a fixed element in 3. we can, from Lemma 16, select

bi, • ■ ■ , brEO.', vi, • ■ • , JvG9ft and analytic functions Oi, • • • , aT on yM

such that

r

Y ai(m)Tm(bi X vt) + r„(l X om(z)) = z.
»-i

Therefore since zx = z,

r

Y ai(m)<£®(x, bt; m, vt) + ^(x;m, Sm(z)) = ^(mr1, z) = x»-(z)<fri)(xwx-1).
•=i

Let Di and 8*(z) respectively denote the adjoints of the differential operators

ai(m)Vi and 8(z) on KM. If b-*b* (&G33) is the anti-automorphism of 33 which

maps X on —X (A7Gg), it is obvious that bt is the adjoint of the differential

operator b, on G. Hence

Xr(z) I  a(x)8(m)<tKo(xmarl)dxdm

= Y I "(fft b?)B(m, Z?i)$j)(x; m)dxdm +  I  a(x)8(m, 8*(z))$x,(x;m)dxdm
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and therefore it follows from Lemma 34 that

r

X,(z) sp Q(a, 0) = E sp Q(b,*a, DS) + sp Q(a, 8*(z)0).
i=X

Now assume that 1(a) = 1 and apply Lemma 35. Then we get

r

X*(z)tM = E I(K*a)TT(DS) + Tw(8*(z)t3).
i=i

But since 6>i££F the same holds for bi*. On the other hand if XEa0 and

fECc°(G), it is obvious that I(f,)=I(f) whereft(x) =f(x exp tX) (x£G, tER).
From this we conclude immediately that I(Xf) =0. Hence I(b,*a) =0 (l^i^r)

and therefore

X*(z)tM = t,(«*(«)« (i3 £ croifl).

This proves the statement of the lemma.

It now follows from Theorem 3 that rT is an analytic function on yM. In

order to prove Theorem 6 we still have to investigate the relationship be-

tween the two distributions Tr and r,. Put q0 = q/'~>\go. Then g0 is the direct

sum of qo and nto = mP\g0. Let U' be an open neighborhood of 1 in G such that

if U"=(U')-lU' thenJJ"n(AM)CM where A is the normalizer of A in G.

This is possible since AM/Mis a finite group (see Lemma 10). Let G* = G/M

be the factor space consisting of all cosets of the form xM (x£G) and let a

denote the natural mapping x—>x* of G on G*. We can select an open neigh-

borhood U* of 1* in G* and a regular analytic mapping <f> of U* into U' such

that (c6(x*))*=x*and<£(l*) = 1 (x*££7*). Let dx* denote the invariant meas-

ure on G*. Define an analytic mapping \(/ of U*X*M into G as follows:

^(x*, m) =<t>(x*)m(<p(x*))-1 (x*EU*, mEvM). Suppose^(xi*, Wi) =^(x2*, m2)

(xx*, x2*EU*\ mx, m2EsM). Then from Lemma 10

(<p(xx*))-^(x2*) E U" H (AM) C M

and therefore x* = Xx*, m2 = mx. This shows that \p is univalent on U*XKM.

For F£g0 and x*£ U* put(12) Y** = daxY where x=#(x*). Then if we iden-

tify the tangent space of U* X yM at (x*, m) with g0 under the linear iso-

morphism

F + X -> Y*x* X X (F £ q„, X £ tn0),

a simple calculation shows that

dfx;m(X+ Y) = (Ad<l>(x*))X+ Adt6(x*){Ad (mr1) - l\(d+jY**).

(Here / is the identity mapping of g.) Moreover cro<p being the identity

mapping on U*,

(ll) We follow here the terminology of Chevalley [2].
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dffx(d<t>x*Yx* - F) = 0

if x=<p(x*) and therefore

d<t>x*Y*x* = Y mod 9fto.

Therefore if Dx-,m=(Ad q>(x*))-ldypx*,m,

Dx;mX = X (XE nto),

Dx>,mY = Ad (w-!)F - F mod 9fto (F G qo)

and so it follows that

det (dypx\m) = det Dx;m = d+(m) j* 0.

This proves that yf/ is everywhere regular on U* X yM. Hence it maps U* X XM

topologically on an openneighborhood N of yM in G. We regard N as an open

submanifold of G. Let f EC"(N) and put

F(x*, m) = f(yp(x*, m)) (x* EU*,mE SM).

Since yp defines an isomorphism of the two analytic manifolds U*XXM and

N, it is clear that FEC"(U*XSM). Choose bases (Xu • ■ • , Xp) and

(Fi, • • • , Yq) ior nto and q0 respectively over R and let w* and f denote the

differential forms (of degrees q and p) on G* and irrespectively correspond-

ing to the measures dx* and dm. Then we may assume that

<»*Ado-xYi, ■ ■ ■ ,dvxYq) = U(Xi, ■■■ ,XP) = I (x EG, mEM).

On the other hand if w is the differential form on G of degree p+q correspond-

ing to the measure dx, we may assume that w»(Fi, • • • , Yq, Xi, • • • , Xp) = 1

(xEG). Now consider the form(12) «' = (8^)ia on U*XXM. Then it follows

from the above result that

Ux*,m(YX,  • • " , F«, Xl,  • • • Xp)

= d+(m)»y(Yi, ■ ■ ■ , Yq, Xi Xi, ■ ■ ■   Xp) = d+(m)

where y=yp(x*, m) (x*EU*, mEyM) and this proves that

o>x*,m = d+(m)£x*,m

where £ is the direct product of w* and f on U* X KM so that

l»*,m(Fi, • • • , Yq, Xi, • • ■ , Xp)

= »!K(F0i, • • • , (Yq)s)MXu ■■■ ,XP) = l.

But this implies that

f f(x)dx =   f    v   F(x*, tn) | d+(m) \ dx*dm.
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Thus we have obtained the following result.

Lemma 39. If the measures dx*, dm and dx on G*, M and G respectively are

suitably normalized,

f f(x)dx =  I f(f(x*, *»)) | d+(m) | dx*dm

for every fECc"(N).

Now \p being univalent and regular on U* X XM, there exists an analytic

function Fr on N such that FT(ip(x*, m)) =rT(m) (x*EU*, mE^M).

Lemma 40. Suppose the various measures have been normalized in accord-

ance with Lemma 39. FAera

TAf) = j f(x)Fx(x)dx

for every fEC:(N).

For a given f EC"(N) we can choose a compact subset co* of U* such that

/(^(x*, m))=0 (x*EU*, mEKM) unless x*£co*. Let a* be a function in

C"(U*) which is identically equal to 1 on co*. The mapping (x*, m)—xp(x*)m

is easily seen to be regular and univalent on U*XM. Therefore it defines an

analytic isomorphism of U*XM with the open submanifold U = <b(U*)M of

G. Select ^ECc(M) such that /m/3(w)c/w = 1. Then there exists an element

aECc(U) such that a(<j>(x*)m) =a*(x*)&(m) (x*EU*, mEM). Now g being

any indefinitely differentiable function on TV, put /' =gf. Then

/a(x)f'(xmxr1) | d+(m) \ dxdm
ox'*f

=   | a*(x*)/3(»»i)/'(f (x*, mxmmx~1)) | d+(m) \ dx*dmxdm

since dx = dx*dmi if x=tp(x*)mx (x*£C/*, mxEM). But d+(mx~1mmx) =d+(m)

and therefore

/f'(tp(x*, mxmmx~1)) \ d+(m) \ dm =  t    f'(^(x*, m)) \ d+(m) \ dm.

Moreover fMr3(mx)dmx = 1 and a* = 1 on co*. Hence

f       a(x)f'(xmx-1) | d+(m) \ dxdm =  f        f'(4>(x*, »)) | d+(m) \ dx*dm
J ox'm J q'x'm

=  f f'(x)dx
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from Lemma 39. This proves that

Jf(x)g(x)dx =  I a(x)f(xmx~1) g(xmx~v)\d+(m)\ dxdm
J gx'm

ii gECcc(N). On the other hand

Tr(f) =   I    f f(x)^(x)dx
HGo, J

in the notation of the proof of Lemma 38. Therefore

Tr(f) =   Y    I a(x)f(xmx"1)<l)^i(xmx~1) \ d+(m) \ dxdm.
seen, J

Now put

/i(x, m) = a(x)f(xmx~1) \ d+(m) \ (x EG, m E KM).

Then fiEC"(GXSM) and it follows from Lemma 34 that the right hand side

of the above equation is equal to ST(fi). On the other hand

Sr(fi) =  I fi(x, m)rT(m)dxdm
J gx'm

from Lemma 35 (see Schwartz [ll, p. 108]). Therefore

Tr(f) =   I a(x)f(xmx~1)rT(m) \ d+(m) \ dxdm =   I   f(x)F,(x)dx
J gx'm Jq

from our result above. This proves Lemma 40 and since NZ}yMZ)*A, Theo-

rem 6 follows.

For any quasi-simple representation ir oi G define -r\r, X* and TT as above

and let FT be the analytic function (on VG) which coincides with TT on *G.

From the corollary to Lemma 12 we can choose a finite number of connected

components Gi, • • • , GN of XG such that VG= U?Li ZG{. Then if w is the order

of the Weyl group of g (with respect to any Cartan subalgebra 6), we obtain

the following result by combining Theorem 4 and Lemma 40.

Theorem 7. Suppose -n and x respectively are given homomorphisms of Z

and 3 i^0 C and co is a collection of quasi-simple representations ir of G such that

ri = r)T and x =Xt- Then the dimension of the linear space spanned over C by the

functions FT (irEu) cannot exceed Nw.

Since

I   /(z_1x)ir(x)ix =   I   f(x)w(zx)dx = rj(z)  I   f(x)ir(x)dx (z G Z)

and

T*(f) = Tx(fy) (yEG)
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for/£C"(G) and 7r£co, it is obvious that FT(zx) =r\(z)FT(x) and FT(yxy~1)

= FT(x) (x£vG). Therefore if V is the linear space spanned by FT (,7r£co),

similar relations hold for every FE V. Let F,- denote the restriction on G, of a

function F in V. If F vanishes identically on some nonempty open subset of

d then F< = 0. Now the set Uigo xG<x~l is connected since it is the image of

GXGi under the continuous mapping (x, y)—>xyx_1. Hence it follows that

xdx~l = Gi (x£G). Therefore from Lemma 11, G, must meet at least one

Cartan subgroup Ai of G for which 6(Ai) =Ai. Let Ai be the set of regular

elements in A i. By Lemma 8 we can select a nonempty open connected sub-

set Bi of Ai such that BiCA,r\Gi. One proves without difficulty that

f/j = U,g(! xBiX~l is open in G and therefore if F is everywhere zero on B,,

Fi = 0. Let Ft denote the restriction of F on Bi and let V, be the linear space

consisting of all Fi(FEV). It follows from Lemma 38 and Theorem 4 that

dim Vi^w. Now V being the direct sum of Vi (1 =t^iV), consider the linear

mapping F—>F=(Fi, • • ■ , Fn) of V into V. Since xG = Ujli ZGt, it is clear

that F = 0 whenever F = 0. Hence dim F^dim F = Nw.

In view of Theorem 7 we can choose a finite number of representations

7Ti, • • • , 7rr in co such that FTl, • • • , FIr form a base for V. Then for any

7r£co, F, = CiFT1+ • • • -\-crFTr where ex, ■ ■ • , cr are complex numbers. From

this one would like to deduce that FI = CiFI,+ • • • -\-cTTTr. Although this

conclusion seems to be in agreement with experience, I have not succeeded in

constructing a proof of it. If true it has certain interesting consequences (see

[6(h)]).
12. Closer study of a special case. We now make the two assumptions of

§10 on G and use the notation introduced there. Put

a- = n (i - C)
«Gp-

and normalize the Haar measures dk and dh on K and A respectively in such

a way that

f dk =   f \ A!_(A) \2dh = 1.
J K J A

Lemma 41. Let w be a quasi-simple representation of G. Then for any

fECK(K) the operator

f f(k)w(k)dk

is summable and if rT(f) denotes its trace, the mapping

Tx:f-*rx(f) (fEC°°(K))

is a distribution on K.
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This follows immediately if we apply the reasoning of [6(d), §5] to the

representation k—?ir(k) oi K.

Corollary. The distribution tt defined above coincides on ''K with that of

Lemma 35.

For suppose aEC"(G) and fECK(K). Since fKf(k)ir(k)dk is summable,
it follows without difficulty (see [6(d), p. 237]) that

/a(x)f(k)w(xkx~1)dxdk
gxk

is of the trace class and

sp (   f      a(x)f(k)ir(xkx-l)dxdk) =   f a(x)dx sp (   f f(k)w(k)dk)
\ J GXK /      J a \J K /

=  I  a(x)dxrw(f).
J G

Our assertion is a direct consequence of this fact.

On the other hand we have the following two lemmas.

Lemma 42. For any fEC°°(A) the operator

f    f(h)AL(h)r(khk-l)dhdk
JAXK

is summable and if aT(f) denotes its trace, the mapping

°*-f-***(}) (fec~(A))
is a distribution on A.

The proof of this is substantially the same as that of Lemma 24 of [6(g) ].

Now put p_= Y"GP- a- Then if sEW~, sp- — p_ is a linear combination

of roots in P_ with integer coefficients (see Weyl [14(b)]). Hence £," = £,,,_-,_

is a well-defined character of A and

a- = Y <*)£•
•£if_

Now if we apply the method of proof of Lemma 29 to the pair (K, A) we ob-

tain the following result.

Lemma 43. For any f EC"(A) there exists a unique function <f>/EI°°(K)
such that

AL(h)4>,(k) =   Y <s)£(h)f>(h) (h E A).
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Corollary, tr, coincides on XA with the analytic function A—>Al(A)rT(A)

(hEyA).

For suppose f EC"CA). Then it is obvious that <bfEI?CK) and

f 4,,(k)T(k)dk = f     <t>,(h)\ Al(A) \2w(khk-l)dhdk.
JK JAXK

On the other hand if A £.4 and sEW-,

f ^(kh'k-^dk = f ^(khk-^dk

and

Al(A') = *(s)£(ti)A'.(h).

Therefore (13)

|  4>,(k)Tr(k)dk = w_ f     /(A)(conj A-(h))Tr(khk-l)dhdk
J K JAXK

where w_ is the order of IF_. On the other hand since r, coincides with an

analytic function on XK,

sp f   f <t>f(k)T(k)dk\ = f <t>f(k)Tr(k)dk =  f </>/(A) | Al(A) |2r,(A)tfA.

Again since r„ is an invariant function on ^K (Lemma 37), tt(A') =t„(A)

(s£IF_, A£M) and therefore

f <p,(h) | Al(A) |2r„(A)cfA = w_ f f(h) conj A'_(A)rT(A)<fA.
J A J A

But

conj Ai .    IJ   (1 - fa) = (-1)'&,Jl.
aGP-

where r is the number of roots in P_. Hence replacing/ by /£27_\ we obtain

sp ( f     fWAUhMkhk-^dhdk) = f'f(h)(£L(h)rt(h)dh.

This proves our assertion.

We shall now try to obtain some information regarding the possible

"singularities" of <rT on A. In an earlier paper [6(g), §10] we made a detailed

study of certain examples and found that there one could always select a

(") conj c denotes the conjugate of a complex number c.
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meromorphic function on A so as to coincide with <rT on \4. The following

result, although it is weaker, holds under quite general conditions. Define

A' as in §10.

Theorem 8. Let ST be the distribution on A given by

S*(f) = sp { f      | A'(h) |2 Y f(h)x(khk~l)dhdk\ (f E C*(A)).
\J AXK s&W I

Then ST coincides with an analytic function on A.

That the above operator is actually summable and ST is a distribution

follows immediately from Lemma42. Moreover we have seen that if gEC"(K)

and aEC"(G),

I a(x)g(k)x(xkx~l)dxdk

is of the trace class and

sp I a(x)g(k)ir(xkx~l)dxdk J =   I  a(x)dxrT(g).
\ J GXK f        J G

Hence we conclude that

/a(x)dxrr(g) =    Y a(x)g(k)(ryi>(xkx~1)dxdk
a 3)Gqt J gxx

the series being absolutely convergent. (Here the notation is the same as in

the proof of Lemma 38.) Now choose a such that fa(x)dx = 1. Then

rr(d+g) =    £ a(x)d+(k)g(k)<r^,(xkx-1)dxdk
DEO, ■' Gxx

ior gEC°°(K). On the other hand co being the Casimir operator of g,

*©(*, co) = Xr(co)<te(x) (xEG,®E «,)

as we saw in §11. Therefore

Xt(co)tt(<J+£) =   Y    f       a(x)d+(k)g(k)<r^>(xkx-1, w)dxdk.
S>£uT J axx.

Now put

*»(*; *) = <fo(xkx-1) (xEG,kE K,& E fix)

and define yr(k) and D as in Lemmas 31 and 32. We have seen during the

proof of Lemma 31 that
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7«(A) = E *(*)(*< X1)+1XD. (A £ K)
i=i

where Ai, • • • , Ar are homogeneous elements in O of degree 2, ci, • • • , a,

are analytic functions on i£ and £>* is the local expression at A of the differen-

tial operator D. Since co*=co (x£G) and r*(7u(A)) =d+(k)u (kEK), we con-

clude (see §5) that

r

E »»(A)*»(a;, &•; A) + *©(x; A, Dt) = rf+(A)c6i)(xAx-1, co)
i=i

and therefore

/a(x)rf+(A)g(A)<te(xAx-1, oi)dxdk
GX&

— E I       «(x> bt)ai(k)g(k)<rvi,(xkx-1)dxdk + j     t*(x)g(A, Z)*)<fcrj(xAx-1)cfa;<fA
i=l •J <?xx *^ <?x^

where D* is the adjoint of .D and A<* is the image of A< under the anti-auto-

morphism of 33 which maps X on — X(XEi). Summing over all 3)£flT,

we get

xMrr(d+g) = £,( a(x, b*)dxrx(aig) + rT(D*g).
,~i •f e

But bi* being homogeneous of degree 2 in 23, it is obvious that

/a(x, b,*)dx = 0
a

and therefore

T.(D*«)   =   Xr(<»)Tx(d+g) (g E C«(K)).

This proves that Dtt = Xr(u)d+TT.

Now define the mapping/—*Ff of C™(A) into IX(K) as in Corollary 2 to

Lemma 29 and let * denote the distribution f-+rT(d+Ff) (fEC°°(A)). Then it

follows from Theorem 5 that <f> coincides with an analytic function on A. On

the other hand if f£C°(A),

f d+(k)Ff(k)ir(k)dk =  f     d+(h) | tL(h) \2Ff(h)r(khk-l)dhdk
JK " AX&

and d+(h)\A'_(h)\ 2= |A'(A)|2 (A£^). Now put

,£.w

Then
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A'(h)F0(h) = (Y t(s)Uh))g(h) = A'(h)g(h) (h E A)

and

<%) = r,(diFt) = sp(f d+(k)Fy(k)r(k)dk\

= sp (  f      I A'(h) \2g(h)ir(khk-l)dhdk\.

Therefore if we put yp(h) = Y^v $(h') (hEA), it is clear that

Sr(f)=  f f(h)yp(h)dh (fEC*(A)).
J A

This shows that ST coincides with yp on A.

The following lemma establishes a connection with finite-dimensional

representations.

Lemma 44. Let S* be the analytic function on A corresponding to Theorem 8.

Then there exists an irreducible finite-dimensional representation a of G and a

complex number c such that

ST(h) = c | A'(h) \*Tr(h) (h E A).

Here T„ is the character of a.

Let A' be the set of regular elements in A. It is clear that if hEA', the

same holds for h' (sGIF). It follows from the corollary to Lemma 43 that

S,(A) =  | A'(h) \*f*(h) (h E A')

where

r,(h) = Y Tr(h') (h E A').

Let fio' be the complete inverse image of A' under the exponential mapping

of fio into A and let V he a nonempty open Connected subset of fio'. Then from

Theorem 4,

Sx(exp H) = A(H) Y p.(H)e'W) (H E V)
sGw

where A is a linear function and p, (sEW) are polynomial functions on fi.

(A(H) is defined as in §8.) But since both sides of this equation may be re-

garded as analytic functions on fi0, they must be equal everywhere. Moreover

we may assume that pet = p3 if /A=A (s, tEW). Then since S*(exp tH)

= ST(exp H) (tEW, HEfo) we conclude from Lemma 41 of [6(b)] that
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t(t)p.(H) = pts(tH) (s,tEW,HE bo).

Hence if we put p=pi and define p' by p'(H)=p(s~1H) (sEW, fl£b), it

follows that p, = t(s)p'. Therefore

5T(exp H) = A(H) E <s)p'(H)e'^ (H £ b0).
iG?

Let Ho be an element in b0 such that exp H0=l. Then e"(Ho) = 1 for every root

a and therefore A(H+Ho) =e-'(a»)A(H) (i7£b). But since 5T(exp H)

= 5,(exp (H+Ho)), we conclude that

P'(H + Ho) exp (sA(ffo) - p(#o)) = P'(H) (sEW,HE W-

In particular if 5 = 1,

p(H) = p(H + Ho) exp (A(ff„) - p(H0)).

Now we may suppose that Sx9*0 for otherwise the statement of the lemma is

true trivially. Then p9^0 and if p' is the homogeneous component of p of the

highest degree, it is obvious that

p' = p' exp (A(Ho) - p(Ho))

so that exp (A(H0) —p(H0)) = 1 and p(H) =p(H+H0). This means that p can

be regarded as a continuous function on A and so it must be bounded. But a

polynomial function cannot be bounded on bo unless it is a constant. Moreover

it is clear that there exists a character 6 of A such that

0(exp H) = exp (A(H) - p(H)) (H £ b0).

Therefore

5,(A) = c' (conj A'(A)) E t(s)Z.(h)0>(h) (h £ A)
,Gw

where c' is a constant. But as we have seen during the proof of Lemma 29,

there exists an irreducible finite-dimensional representation cr of G such that

E *(s)Uh)6-(h) = *A'(h)T.(h) (h E A)
sGTT

where F„ is the character of <r and e= +1. Therefore if c = ec',

Sx(h) = c\A'(h)\2T.(h) (hEA).
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